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increasing! demand! and! to! diversify! the! country’s! electricity! mix,! the! government! rolled! out! a!
Renewable! Energy! Procurement! Process! (REIPPPP).! For! the! first! time! in! South! Africa,! utility!
scale! Wind! Energy! Facilities! (WEFs)! owned! and! operated! by! Independent! Power! Producers!
(IPPs)! are! integrated! into! the! existing! electricity! grid.! WEFs! are! mainly! project! financed! and!
owned!by!institutional!investors!without!any!technical!background.!The!Wind!Farm!Management!
(WFM)!operates! the!project! on!behalf! of! its! shareholders,!who!consider! the!project! as!a! longT
term! investment.! Thus! the! investors! are! in! need! of! a! turnkey! solution,! combining! technical!
operations! management! (TOM)! and! business! management! (BM)! tailored! to! the! local!
requirements.!From!an!international!perspective,!WFM!in!South!Africa!faces!unique!challenges.!
The!most!prominent!being,!having! to!operate!WEFs!without!an!existing! local!supply!chain!and!
adequately! trained! local! workforce! for! this! technology.! This! poses! the! question! if! professional!
WFM!for!South!African!WEFs!is!technically!and!economically!feasible.!An!independent!feasibility!
study!on!this!topic!has!not!been!performed!in!South!Africa!beforeV!local!experience!operating!this!
technology! based! on! earlyTimplemented! small! scale! WEFs! emphasises! the! need! for! a!
professional!management!approach.!!
The! study! is! approached! by! developing! a! framework! for! WFM! based! on! the! technical!
requirements! as! well! as! the! socioTeconomic! context! of! the! REIPPPP.! Therefore,! a! qualitative!
research! approach! of! data! gathering!was! used,! which! consists! of! a! literature! review! and! jobT
shadowing.!The!developed!framework!investigates!a!scope!of!work!from!which!the!requirements!
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The!study!finds!that!it!is!technically!and!economically!feasible!to!establish!an!independent!WFM!
entity,! which! is! aligned! with! the! project’s! timeline! and! provides! services! according! to! the!
developed!framework.!The!key!requirements!in!order!to!conduct!professional!WFM!are!identified:!












die! toenemende! aanvraag! en! om! die! land! se! elektrisiteits! mengeling! te! diversifiseer,! het! die!
regering! ’n! Hernubare! Energie! Verkrygingsproses! bekendgestel.! In! die! loop! daarvan! word!
nutsskaal!windenergiefasiliteite!in!die!besit!van!en!bedryf!deur!Onafhanklike!Kragvoorsieners!vir!
die!eerste!keer!in!die!bestaande!elektrisiteitsnetwerk!opgeneem.!WEFs!word!hoofsaaklik!projekT
gefinansier! en! besit! deur! institusionele! beleggers! sonder! enige! tegniese! agtergrond.! Die!
Windplaasbestuur!bedryf!die!projek!namens!sy!aandeelhouers!wat!die!projek!as!’n!langtermynT
belegging! beskou.! Die! beleggers! benodig! dus! ’n! gebruiksklaar! oplossing! wat! tegniese!
bedryfsbestuur!en!besigheidsbestuur!wat!by!plaaslike!vereistes!aangepas!is,!kombineer.!Vanuit!
’n! internasionale! oogpunt! staan! WFM! in! SuidTAfrika! voor! unieke! uitdagings.! Die! belangrikste!
uitdaging! is!om!die!WEFs!sonder! ’n! voldoende!opgeleide!arbeidsmag!vir! hierdie! tegnologie! te!
bestuur.! Dit! stel! die! vraag! of! professionele! WFM! vir! SuidTAfrikaanse! WEFs! tegnies! en!
ekonomies!lewensvatbaar!is.!’n!Onafhanklike!lewensvatbaarheidsstudie!oor!hierdie!onderwerp!is!
nog! nie! voorheen! in! SuidTAfrika! gedoen! nieV! plaaslike! ervaring! met! die! bedryf! van! hierdie!
tegnologie! op! die! basis! van! vroeg! geimplementeerde! kleinskaalse! WEFs! beklemtoon! die!
behoefte!aan!’n!professionele!bestuursbenadering.! !
Die! studie! word! deur! die! ontwikkeling! van! ’n! raamwerk! vir! WFM! benader,! gebaseer! op! die!
tegniese!vereistes!sowel!as!die!sosioTekonomiese!konteks!van!die!REIPPPP.!
’n! Kwalitatiewe! navorsingsbenadering! tydens! die! dataTinsameling! wat! uit! ’n! literatuuroorsig! en!
werkTskadu!bestaan.!Die!ontwikkelde!raamwerk!ondersoek!die!omvang!van!die!werk!waaruit!die!
vereistes!vir!die!uitvoering!van!die!take!afgelei!word.!Tydens!die!tweede!stap!is!die!ontwikkelde!
raamwerk! deur! die! toepassing! van! ’n! gevallestudie! bekragtig.! Die! ekonomiese!
lewensvatbaarheid! van! die! tegniese! raamwerk! word! deur! finansiële! hoofaanwysers! bepaal.!
Verder!verleen!’n!sensitiwiteitsanalise!insig!in!die!volatiliteit!van!die!resultate.!








van! ’n!ontwikkelde! raamwerk!voorsien!die!eienaar!van!groter! insig! in!die!prestasie!van!enkele!
windturbines!sowel!as!die!prestasie!van!die!gekontrakteerde!verskaffer.!Dit!stel!dus!die!basis!vir!
ingeligte!besluitneming!en!waarborg!die!belegger!se!opbrengs!op!sy!belegging.!
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Wind!energy! in!South!Africa! is!an!evolving! industry! in! its! infancy,!even! though!wind!energy! is!
internationally!considered!a!proven!technology.!The!success!of!establishing!a!South!African!wind!
energy! industry! is!not!only!dependent!on! the! integration! in! the!South!African!power!generation!
mix,! but! also! on! soft! factors! inter! alia! local! upT! and! downstream! industries,! job! creation! and!
knowledge!transfer.![1]![2]!
The! first!wind!energy!projects! reached! financial!close! (FC)!at! the!end!of!2012!and!commercial!
operation! date! (COD)! in! 2014.! These! are! South! Africa’s! first! of! a! kind! utility! scale! renewable!






mismanagement! in! all! project! phases,! but! mainly! during! the! operational! phase,! led! to! the!
consequential!liquidation!of!the!project.![4]![5]![6]!
This! illustrates! the! importance! of! proper! independent! WFM.! The! lack! of! local! knowledge!
managing!this!technology!surfaced!not!only!in!the!private!sector,!but!as!well!as!at!Eskom’s!WT!









WFM!can! be! described! as!management! of! the! technical! and! commercial! aspects! of! a! project!
financed!public! private!partnership! (PPP).!The! technical! aspects!are! technology! related! in! this!
case!wind!energy!specific!and!the!commercial!aspects!are!extended!by!certain!obligations!of!the!
procurement!process!such!as!EDOTManagement.!!!






The!REIPPPP!worked! well! procuring! in! a! relatively! short! time! period! a! large! number! of! wind!
projects.!A!few!of!these!projects!reached!COD!in!the!recent!past!or!plan!to!start!operation!in!the!
near!future.!An!operations!management!approach! is!required!to!operate!WEF!efficiently!and!to!




This! study! will! provide! a! technical! and! economical! overview! of!managing! the! operations! of! a!
WEF! from! an! owner’s! or! investor’s! perspective! in! South! Africa.! Even! though!WTs! are! highly!
automated! [10]! and! require! less! supervision! compared! to! other! electricity! generation,! a! great!
understanding! of! this! technology! is! necessary! in! order! to! run! a! successful! project.! A! unique!
framework! for! the!operations!of! the!WEFs! in!SA! is!outlined!by! the!procurement!process,!while!
having! to! deal! with! challenges! of! an! industry,! which! is! in! its! infancy.!
Investors! in! renewable! energy! projects! can! be! categorized! into! two! categories:! ‘utilities’,!




in!wind! energy.! [11]! Utilities! headquartered! overseas!might! have! an! interest! in! contracting! an!
independent!WFM!company!due!to!certain!obligations!of!the!procurement!process!inter!alia!‘job,
creation, obligation’! and! due! to! the! prolonged! distance! to! their! core!markets! in! Europe! and! or!
North! America.! Institutional! investors! generally! invest! in! projectTfinanced! projects.! These!
infrastructure!investments!are!especially! interesting!for!retirement!funds!due!to!the!low!risk!and!
longTterm! of! the! investment.! Institutional! investors! are! often! unexperienced! in! managing!
renewable! energy! projects! and! solely! interested! in! the! financial! returns! and! thus! need!WFM,!
which! is! independent!of! the! ‘Wind,Turbine,Manufacturer’, (OEM)1,!and! thus!acts!purely! in! their!
interests!and!provides!supervision!and!monitoring!of!the!contracted!parties.![11]!!
Wind! projects! procured! under! the! REIPPPP! in! South! Africa! range! in! capacity! from! 30MW! to!
150MW,!while! single!WTs! range!between!1.8MW! to!3MW,! thus!each!project! attracts!between!
2bn!and!5bn!Rand!(see!Table!32!).![1]!!
Investors!without!a!technical!background!require!professional!input!in!order!to!operate!the!WEF!
as!professional! power! stations.!The! relatively! large!amount! of! fixed! capital!makes! it! clear! that!
WEFs!in!South!Africa!are!built!to!perform!and!generate!according!to!specifications!from!day!one!























maintenance! work! carried! out! by! the! maintenance! and! service! provider! and! other! contracted!
parties.!Where!the!financial!side!acts!as!the!management!and!decision!maker!of!the!project.!!
The! research! focuses! on! projects! developed! according! to! the! REIPPPP! framework! in! South!
Africa!using!modern!wind!energy!technology!and!gearbox!driven!WTs.!!
The! requirement! analysis! focuses! on! the! technical! management! aspects! of! WEF.! Business!
management! for! wind! energy! projects! is! to! a! great! extend! comparable! with! business!
management! of! any! project! financed! public! private! partnerships,! where! there! is! a! vast! local!
knowledgeTbase!in!the!country.![13]!
A! case! study! representing! a! realistic! scenario! based! on! the! averaged! outcome! of! successful!
REIPPPP! projects! is! used! to! validate! the! economic! feasibility! of! a! technical! framework!
developed!in!this!research!paper.!Specific!project!details!and!contractual!frameworks!vary!from!
case! to! case,! which! may! result! in! an! adapted! technical! framework! and! could! influence! the!
project’s!specific!economic!feasibility.!!




The! research!was!based!on! several! objectives!with! the! final! aim! to! analyse! the! technical! and!
economic! feasibility! of! an! independent!WFM! entity! for!WEFs! developed! under! the! REIPPPP.!
The! objective! was! to! first! and! foremost! form! a! research! basis,! which! consists! of! three! parts:!




Based!on! the!research!basis,!a! framework! for!WFM!was!developed!with! the!aim!to! investigate!
the! requirements! on!WFM.! The! key! requirements! were! identified! and! analysed! regarding! the!
following!objectives:!











The! research! is! based! on! a! deductive! approach.! From! a! broad! data! base,! a! framework! is!
deduced! and! validated! by! application! on! a! case! study.! The! findings! are! discussed!





"Techno, Economic, Feasibility, Study, ..., provides, appraisal, of, technological, parameters,
and,its,impact,on,the,financial,viability,of,a,project.,It,is,an,inEdepth,study,and,analysis,of,
the, Technical,, Financial, and, Operational, viability, of, a, project., TEFS, study, is, a, risk,






(i)! Data" Gathering:! The! research! foundation! is! based! on! the! data! gathered! using! a!
qualitative! approach! and! mainly! focuses! on! literature,! policy! papers! and! conference!





(iii)"Validation:" The! framework! is! validated! by! application! on! a! representable! case! study!
based!on!averaged!data!of!the!outcome!of!the!REIPPPP."









This! ends! the! introduction! chapter! of! this! research! paper.! The! need! for! the!WFM! for! project!
financed!WEFs!was! introduced!along!with! the! research!questions!and!objectives.!Further!was!
the! scope! of! the! research! outlined! and! delimitated.! A! TechnoTEconomic! Feasibility! study!was!
selected!as!the!most!suitable!approach!to! investigate!the!stated!hypotheses!and!to!answer!the!
research!questions.!
In! the! following!chapters! the! three!major!steps!of! the!applied!methodology!are! investigated!as!
outlined!in!individual!chapters,!starting!with!the!research!foundation!in!the!next!chapter.!
"





This! chapter! provides! the! research! foundation! for! this! study.! In! order! to! conduct! a! TEFS! a!


















Since! the! power! crisis! in! 2008,! electricity! production! in! South! Africa! is! an! important! topic! of!
discussion! in! the!public!sphere.!Due!to! the!revived!demand!of!electricity,!South!Africa! is! in! the!
middle! of! its! second! energy! crisis! within! a! few! years.! [16]! In! order! to! understand! the! current!
developments! and! the! role! of! renewable! energy,! in! particular! wind! energy,! the! following!
paragraphs!provide!insight!into!this!topic.!!
2.1.1" South"African"Energy"Background"
In! 2013! about! 95%! of! South! Africa’s! energy! mix! fell! into! the! portfolio! of! the! parastatal!
organisation,!Eskom,! of!which! the!major! share! (85%!of! the! installed! capacity)! consist! of! coalT
fired! power! stations.! The! remaining! capacity! consists! of! power! imports! from! neighbouring!
countries! and! own! generation,! e.g.! from! municipalities.! Table! 1! provides! an! overview! of! the!
South!African!“EnergyEMix”!consisting!of!Eskom!and!NonTEskom!power!generating!assets.![17]!
! ! ! !























The!dependency!on!coal!as! the!primary!source!of!energy! is!due! to! its!vast!availability!and! the!
ability! for!most!of!Eskom’s!assets! to!run!on! lowTgrade!coal.!South!Africa!possesses!one!of! the!
largest! coal! deposits! in! the! world.! According! to! the! Department! of! Energy! (DoE)! 65%! of! the!




Sasol!coalTto! fuel!process)!and!27%! for!export.! [18]! It! is! important! to!mention! that!most!of! the!
exported!coal!is!of!a!higher!grade!compared!to!that!of!the!coal!used!for!the!local!power!stations.!




The! importance! of! the! introduction! of! renewable! energy! to! the! South! African! electricity! sector!
may!not!only!be!the!solution!to!protect!the!environment,!but!could!also!lead!to!job!creation,!social!
development!of!the!poor!and!foreign!investments!into!the!country.![21]!
In! the! last! decade! renewable! energy! systems! have! not! played! important! roles! in! providing!
electricity! to! the!masses,! but! in! rural! areas! it! was! often! the!most! affordable! solution! to! bring!
electricity! to! the!people.!For!a! long! time!renewable!energy!was!underestimated!by! the!general!
public!and!therefore!the!“poor!man’s!electricity”!was!abolished.![21]!




the! 100TWh! per! annum.! Measured! against! the! current! consumption! of! 240’000! GWh,! the!
estimation! could! reach! a! percentage! of! 25%! to! 41%,!which! could! be! generated! through!wind!
energy.![23]![24]!
The!awareness!of! the!public! regarding!wind!energy! increased.!Wind!energy! is!now!associated!
with! economic! growth! and! job! creation.! Especially! in! the! course! of!Cop17,!which!was! held! in!
Durban! 2011,! where! it! was! evident! that! the! public! began! focusing! on! climate! change,! air!
pollution!and!related!topics.![25]!
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In! 2010,! the! national! energy! regulator! issued! the! “Renewable! Energy! FeedTInTTariff”! (REFIT)!
[26],!with!little!success!as!no!“power!purchase!agreement”!(PPA)!was!signed.!The!IPPs!were!put!
into! a! position,! where! the! connection! to! the! grid! was! placed! in! Eskom’s! hands,! resulting! in!
uncertainty,!which!prohibited!possible!investors!to!commit!and!invest!into!projects.!
Even! though!REFIT!was!not!a!success,! it! initiated!South!Africa’s! focus! towards! the! renewable!
energy! industry,! especially! the! wind! industry! sector! due! to! favourable! wind! conditions.! South!
Africa! was! the! first! country! on! the! continent! that! followed! the! example! of! countries! where!
renewable!energies!became!a!success!and!issued!a!feed!in!tariff!which!was!the!second!highest!
in!the!world!(1.25ZAR/kWh,!0.11€/kWh)!at!the!time.![27]!
The! IRP! is!a! longTterm!plan! for! the!South!African!electricity!demand!over! the!next!20!years.! It!
describes!in!detail!how!the!demand!will!be!supplied.!The!IRP!underlies!the!steady!growth!of!the!





The! IRP! is! imperative! for! the! Renewable! Energy! Industry,! as! it! provides! the! capacity! of!
Renewable!Energy!Systems.!These!capacities!are!planned!to!be!installed!within!years!to!come,!
whereas! the! REFIT! commenced! in! 2010.! In! comparison! the! IRP! indicates! an! increase! in! the!
allocated!capacities!to!the!REFITTProgramme.!













To! cope! with! the! steady! increase! of! demand,! these! scenarios! are! to! diversify! the! energy!
production!structurally!and!regionally.!





! ! ! ! !
! Balanced!Scenario! Total!allocations! New!allocations! !
! Renewables" 14%" 33%" !
! Base"load"Nuclear:" 14%" 25%" !
! Peaking:"OCGT" 9%" 14%" !
! Base"load:"coal" 49%" 9%" !
! Mid@merit"Gas" 5%" @" !
! Base"load:"Imported"Hydro" 2%" 4%" !
! Peaking:"Pump"Storage" 5%" 4%" !




the!same!amount!as! for!nuclear!energy.!More! than!half!of! the! total! installed!capacity! (63%)! is!
allocated!to!“fossil!energy”.!











coal! fired! power! stations! are! in! the! mining! areas! in! the! southTeastern! part! of! the! country,!
whereas!the!Northern!and!WesternTCape!are!allocated!for!the!generating!of!wind!energy.!
2.2.1" From"REFIT"to"REIPPPP"
Following! suit! of! other! countries,! where! the! roll! out! of! renewable! energy! schemes! were!
successfully!introduced!in!a!relatively!short!time!span!and!with!relatively!little!red!tape,!inter!alia!
Germany,! Canada! and! Ireland.! NERSA2!announced! in! 2009! a! FeedTInTTariff! for! renewable!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!
2"National"Energy"Regulator"of"South"Africa"
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energy!named!REFIT! in!order! to!procure! renewable!energy!generation!and! to! fulfil! obligations!
created!by!local!policies,!IRP2010,!White!Paper!of!Renewable!Energy,!etc.!!
! ! ! !
! Technology! FeedBInBTariff! !
! Wind"" 1.25"R/kWh" "
! Small"Hydro"" 0.94"R/kWh" "
! Concentrated"Solar"Power" 2.10"R/kWh" "
! Landfill"Gas" 0.90"R/kWh" "
! Solar"PV" 3.94"R/kWh" "
! ! " "
Table,3:,FeedEInETariff,per,Technology,[27],
The! announcement! of! REFIT! placed! South! Africa! in! the! scope! for! international! investors! and!
project! developers.! Table! 3! illustrates! the! price! per! kWh! for! the! different! renewable! energy!
technologies.!For!solar!and!wind!REFIT!offered!promising!returns!compared!to!other!countries,!
given! the! local! wind! and! solar! resources,! which! led! to! the! initiation! of! a! couple! of! hundred!
renewable! energy! projects! by! the! end! of! 2011.! It! followed!a! rather! abrupt! shift! in! policy! away!









3’725, megawatts, and, towards, the, socioEeconomical, and, environmentally, sustainable,
growth.”,[32], ,
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Onshore!Wind! 1’850MW" 49.7%" 1’470MW" 46%" 3’320MW"
Concentrated!solar! 200MW" 5.4%" 400MW" 12.5%" 600MW"
Solar!PV! 1’450MW" 38.9%" 1’075MW" 33.5%" 2’525MW"
Biomass! 12.5MW" 0.36%" 47.5MW" 1.5%" 60MW"
Biogas! 12.5MW" 0.36%" 47.5MW" 1.5%" 60MW"
Landfill!Gas! 25MW" 0.67%" @" 0%" 25MW"
Small!Hydro! 75MW" 2%" 60MW" 1.9%" 135MW"
Small!Projects! 100MW" 2.6%" 100MW" 3%" 200MW"
Total! 3’725MW( 100%( 3’200MW( 100%( 6’925MW(




capacity! for! the! time! frame! up! to! 2020! (BW4! and! BW5).! For! both! allocations! wind! energy!




Due! to! the!current! ‘energy,crisis’!and!based!on! the!success!of! the!projects!awarded,!preferred!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!
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bidder’s! status! in! BW1! and! BW2! the!Minister! of! Energy!Ms! Joematt! Petersen! announced! an!
early!extension!of!the!programme,!thus!strengthening!the!commitment!to!IPPs.![35]!Additionally,!
the! total! commitment! of! 6’925MW! for! BW1! to! BW4! another! 6’300MW! will! be! allocated! to!
renewable!energies.!The!allocation! starts!with! the! reopening!of!BW4! in! order! to! fast! track! the!
procurement!of!new!capacity!due!to!the!current!constraints!in!electricity!generation.![36]!
2.3.1" "Procurement"Process"
The! procurement! process! is! structured! into! different! steps! and! phases.! Projects! can! be!
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(iii)" Bid" Preparation:! Figure! 4! and! Figure! 5! illustrates! the! tender! documents! and!
respectively! the! underlying! contractual! arrangements! of! the!REIPPPP,! between! the!









After! the!bid!submission,! the!project’s!proposal! is! tested! if!all! requirements!are!fulfilled!and!the!
project!qualifies!for!the!tender!(Figure!6,! ‘Part,B’),!but!as!well! if! the!projects!are!technically!and!





















(v)" Preferred" Bidder" –" Financial" Close:" The! available! capacity! is! allocated! to! the! projects!
scored! highest! overall! in! the! bid! evaluation.! These! successful! projects! are! announced! as!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!










ation >!Price>!Economic!Development• Job!Creation• Local!Content• Ownership• Management!Control•Preferential!Procurement• Enterprise!Development• SocioSEconomic!Development!
70%!Price!!per!MWhFully!and!Partially!Indexed!to!CPI30!%!!EDBalanced!Scorecard!S ED!Commitments
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preferred! bidders.! Figure! 8! shows! the! structure! of! the! IPP! in! context! with! the! contractual!









The!IPP! is! the!seller!of! the!electricity!and!the! ‘Single,Buyer,Office’! functions!as! the!buyer.!The!
electricity! is! sold! and! bought! on! conditions! based! on! the! outcome! of! the! REIPPPP.! The!
















to!mention! that!projects!completed! thus! far,!were!onTtime!and!within!budget,! [39]!compared! to!
Eskom’s!new!build!power!stations,!this!may!be!seen!as!a!great!achievement.![40]!However,!this!









!Table! 5! provides! an! overview! of! the! total! amount! of! procured! capacity! across! the! different!
technologies.!










Solar!PV!! 632"MW" 417"MW" 435"MW" 415"MW" " 1’899MW((
(Wind!! 634"MW" 563"MW" 787"MW" 676"MW" (551MW)" 3’211MW)(
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CSP!! 150"MW" 50"MW" 200"MW" N/A" @" 400MW(
Small!Hydro!! @" 14"MW" @" 5"MW" " 21MW(
Landfill!Gas!! @" @" 18"MW" @" " 18MW(
Biomass!! @" @" 16"MW" 25"MW" " 41MW(
Biogas!! @" @" @" N/A" " 0MW(
TOTAL!! 1’416(MW( 1’044(MW( 1’456(MW( 1’121(MW( (551MW)( (
! " " " " " "
Table,5:,Overview,Allocation,per,Technology,REIPPPP,[39],
2.3.3" Wind"Projects"Bid"Window"1"to"4"
Compared! across! technologies,! wind! energy! received! the! highest! allocation! with! 2.6GW! and!
3.2GW!including!expedited!round!4.!Annex! I! (Table!32)! lists!all!selected!preferred!bidders!with!
their! contracted! capacity! and! province! in! which! the! projects! are! based.!When! comparing! this!
internationally,!the!average!project!size!is!reasonably!larger!with!a!capacity!of!98MW.!
2.3.4" Tariff"Evaluation""
From! BW1! to! BW4! the! tariffs! of! the! selected! wind! energy! projects! declined! drastically,! from!
1.363!R/kWh!to!0.619!R/kWh!(both!tariffs!are!based!on!2014!financial!terms).!This!decline!shows!
the! competiveness! of! the! South! African! market! created! by! the! REIPPPP! and! can! only! be!
achieved!by!favourable!wind!regimes!onTsite!and!economy!of!scale!using!relatively!large!project!
sizes,!averaging!at!about!100MW!and!between!30!to!50WTs!per!project.!!
In! fact,! in!many!cases! these!prices!were! lower! than! the!average!generation!cost!of! the!Eskom!
fleet! and! were! in! most! cases! under! the! estimated! cost! of! electricity! of! Eskom’s! new! power!
stations!(0.97R/kWh),!which!are!under!construction.![41]!
A! study! conducted! by! the! CSIR! [42]! concluded! that! wind! energy! is! the! cheapest! form! of!
electricity! in! the!South!African!energy!mix!based!on!real!data!of!operational!wind!farms.!These!
plants!were!procured!in!BW1!and!BW2,!which!were!relatively!high!priced.!A!further!finding!of!the!
study,! is! that! for! the! first! time!wind!energy! is! the!cheapest! form!of!electricity!even!without!any!
government!subsidies!or!any!secondary!costs!attached!to!the!ecological!footprint!of!conventional!





! ! ! ! !
! Bid!Window!4!! Bid!Window!3!! Bid!Window!2!! Bid!Window!1!!
"
2011!terms! R"519"" R"656"" R"897"" R"1’143""
2013!terms! R"583"" R"737"" R"1’008"" R"1’284""
2014!terms! R"619"" R"782"" R"1’069"" R"1’363""
! MW!Allocation! 676"MW"" 787"MW"" 563"MW"" 634"MW""
! Total!Project!Cost!!
(in!1’000’000)!!









! ! ! ! !








Job!Creation:!Construction!(Citizens)!! 2’831"" 2’612"" 1’787"" 1’810""
Job!Creation:!Operations!(Citizens)!! 8’161"" 8’506"" 2’238"" 2’461""
! ! ! ! !
Table,7:,Economic,Development,of,Wind,Projects,BW1,to,BW4,[35],[40],
Part!of! the! job!creation!obligation!during!operations! is!passed!on!to!the!WFM!entity,!where!the!
exact! figures! depend! on! the! specific! project.! The! WFM! entity! must! therefore! implement! its!
organisational!structure!according!to!the!obligations!of!the!specific!projects.!




The! life! cycle! for!wind!energy!projects! consists!of! four!major!phases.!The!phases!begin! /! end!




Figure!9! illustrates!the!four!phases,!which!describe!the!entire! life!cycle!from!cradle!to!crave.! In!
each! phase! different! stakeholders! are! involved! and! different! parties! have! different!
responsibilities.! The! project! developer! initiates! the! project! and! develops! up! to! the! realisation!
phase.! Often! the! project! is! sold! by! the! project! developer! at! FC.! An! EPC! (Engineering!




operations.! During! the! contracting! the! technology! is! selected,! whereby! ‘Turbine, Supply,
Agreements’! (TSA)!are!pre–negotiated,! ‘maintenance,and,service,agreements’! are!outlined! for!
the!first!period!of!the!operational!lifespan.!Knowledge!regarding!operations!of!WTs!is!vital!for!the!





PreSFeasibility Project!Development Realisation Operation










owners.! [44]! The! National! Treasury! describes! the! objective! of! using! project! finance! to! raise!
capital! for! a! bankable! investment,!which! is! aligned!with! the! investor’s! interests.!Risks!may! be!
diverted!to!external!parties!who!are!specialized!in!order!to!reduce!the!risks!for!the!shareholder.!
For!each!project!a!new!legally!independent!vehicle!is!formed,!for!which!the!funds!are!raised.!All!




The! difference! to! conventional! corporate! lending! is! that! the! balance! sheet! and! the! overall!
financial!resources!of!the!borrowing!entity!cannot!be!taken!into!account!as!a!possible!source!for!
the!debt!service.!The!financing!is!structured!around!a!single!projectV!thus!lenders!have!a!non!or!
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only! limited!recourse!of!a!project!developer! /!borrowing!entity.!A!project! failure!would! therefore!
result!in!significant!financial!loss!for!the!lender.![44]!




operates! independently! from! lenders! and! owners.! Revenue! is! solely! generated! by! electricity!
sales! for! the! duration! of! the!PPA.!The! revenue! is! paid! to! the! owners! and! lenders! after! costs.!





The! importance! of! understanding! the! wind! energy! value! chain! is! highlighted! by! the! following!
statement:!
“From, the, definition, of, project, finance,, it, is, clear, that, the, biggest, single, risk, is, that, the,
anticipated,cash,flows,to,and,from,the,project,is,not,realized.”![44]!!









of! the! PPA.! The! expenses! are! the! combination! of! operational! and! capital! related! expenses,!
where! the! capital! expenses! are! determined! by! the! total! investment,! expected! lifetime! of! the!
project! and! the! profit! expectations! of! owners! and! lenders! and! additionally! the! associated!
discount!rate!(see!3.2.1!and!4.1.3!for!detailed!information).![48]!
2.5.2" Importance"of"Operation"&"Maintenance"in"the"Context"of"Project"Finance""
For! a! vital! wind! energy! project! the! project! developer! has! to! match! the! way! of! financing! the!
project!and!the!operation!and!maintenance!structure.![48]!
The! operation! and! maintenance! costs! are! especially! important! for! projectTfinanced! projects,!
which! are! ‘off, balanceEsheet’,! hence! electricity! sales! are! the! sole! source! for! repayment! of! the!
debt.! For! the! financial! model! of! the! project! it! is! favourable! if! the! operational! expenses! are!
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the!minimum!first! five!years,!or! rather!up! to!half!of! the!operational!phase,!are! for!new!markets!
without! an! established! industry! a! good! choice! to! reduce! the! associated! risk! for! owners! and!




Maintenance! for!WTs! is!a!crucial! topic!as! the!selected!maintenance! regime! is!decisive! for! the!
longTterm!success!of!a!wind!farm.!The!following!paragraphs!provide!an!overview,! focussing!on!
maintenance! strategies! and!maintenance! contracts.! Regarding!WFM,! the! interactions!with! the!
maintenance! provider! (OEM,! Independent! Service! Provider! (ISP)9!or! inThouse! department)! is!










WT!are! able! to! operate! remotely! as! opposed! to! conventional! power! stations.! Additionally,! the!
operating!conditions!are! rather!harsh,! loads!vary!due! to!daily!and!seasonally! changes! in!wind!
speeds,! turbulences! and! temperatures.! These! factors! combined! result! in! highly! variable!
operating!conditions!and!high!mechanical!stress!on!the!entire!structure.![51]! !
The! costs! for! maintenance! and! service! for!WTs! are! decreasing! as! the! technology! advances.!
When!referring!to!the!CoE,!maintenance!accounts!to!between!20%!and!25%!of!the!COE!and!up!
to!35%!at!the!end!of!the!WT!life.![52]![53]!
 !"# = %!!&'&()! + +,-+#.  
 
  ( I ) 
 
  
The! formula!above!provides!a!simplified!approach! to! calculate!CoE.! ‘Initial,Capital,Cost’, (ICC)!
and!‘Fixed,Rate,Charge’,(FRC)!are!fixed.!The!‘Annual,Operation,&,Maintenance’,(AOM)!and!the!
AEP!are!variable.!10!!During! the!end!of! the! life!cycle! the!AOM!normally! increases!and! the!AEP!
decreases.![54]!
The! demand! for! maintenance! correlates! with! the! accumulation! of! failures.! The! ‘O&M, Best,
Practices,Guide’!describes!this!dependency,!where!the!failure!rate!is!pictorially!represented!over!
the!entire!product!lifespan!as!a!‘bathtub’.![55]!
Figure! 13! shows! the! soTcalled! ‘Bathtub!Curve’,!which! represents! failure! rate!(0)!vs.! time!(2)!in!




10"Sample" values" for" clarification" of" the" COE" calculation:" ICC:" 40mio" Rand" 2MW"WT," FRC:" 13%," AOM:" 1mio" Rand" per" annum"
including"spares,"AEP:"5mio"kWh"@30%"Capacity"Factor.""










The! groups! with! the! highest! failure! occurrence! are! namely! the! electrical! system,! the! control!
system,!sensors,!hydraulic!system!and!yaw!system!as!shown!in!Figure!14.!The!impact!a!failure!
causes! on! the! operation! and! profitability! of! the! project! does! not! correlate! directly! with! failureT
frequency,!aspects!such!as!resulting!downtime,!lead!time,!costs!for!replacement!or!repair!should!
be!taken!into!account.!Figure!15!illustrates!the!relationship!between!failure!rate!per!WT!per!year!












0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%









Figure! 16! illustrates! the! relationship! between! costs! and! number! of! failures.! The! costs! are!
represented!by! two!graphs.!Firstly,! the! repair!cost!and!secondly,! the!prevention!cost.!The! total!





Reactive! maintenance! runs! the! system! until! failure,! resulting! in! high! cost! for! replacement! or!
repair!of! the!faulty!part!and!secondary!damages.!Preventive!maintenance!results! in!high!costs,!
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as! parts! are! exchanged! before! ‘end, of, life’! is! reachedV! this! results! in! high! downtimes! and!
procurement!costs.!
The! optimum! tradeTof! between! repair! costs! and! prevention! costs! results! in! the! least! system!
costs,!this!optimum!can!be!reached!using!condition!based!or!predictive!maintenance.!Parts!are!
exchanged!/!repaired!based!on!their!actual!condition.!In!other!words,!no!action!is!taken!as!long!a!















If! new! equipment! is! used,! one! assumes! a! low! failure! rate.! The! use! of! mainly! reactive!
maintenance! is! less! expensive! than! other! maintenanceTmodels,! until! a! failure! occurs! no!
expenses! for!maintenanceTstaff! and! for! services! arise.! For!WTs,! other! arguments! have! to! be!
considered! which! show! the! disadvantages! of! this! model.! WEFs! are! often! located! in! remote!
areas,!which! result! in! long! response! times! for!maintenance! staff,! acquiring! of! spare! parts! etc.!
The! resulted! downtime! could! occur! during! periods! of! high! wind! speeds! and! high! production.!
Even! though! this! way! of! operating! could! be! cheaper,! it! decreases! the! overall! performance,!
whereby!production! losses!have! to!be! taken! into!account! in!order! to!calculate! the! real!cost.! In!
terms!of!project! finance,! the! risk!of!equipment! failure!and! resulted!secondary! failure! increases!
the!overall!project!risk.!!
Preventive" Maintenance" defined! according! to! the! ‘Operation, and,Maintenance,Guide’! as! “all,
actions, performed, on, a, timeE, or, machineErunEbased, schedule, that, detects,, precludes,, or,
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a!vast!understanding!of! condition!monitoring!and!material! science.!Not!all! components!can!be!
monitored.!Different!parts!or!subsystems!require!different!solutions!for!monitoring!their!condition.!




 + = & -34(-34( + -33) + -53 
 
  ( III ) 
 
  
Availability11!can!be!expressed!as!shown! in! the! formula!above!by! ‘mean, time,between, failures’!




The! total! downtime12 !(‘mean, down, time’! (MDT))! is! the! combination! of! MTTR! and! MWT! as!
illustrated! in!Figure! 17.!According! to! the! downtime!and!associated! repair! /! replacement! costs,!













Previously! in! the! wind! industry! the! service! and!maintenance! was! normally! carried! out! by! the!
OEM.!In!the!rapid!evolving!European!market,!ISPs!joined!the!service!sector!of!the!wind!industry!
with!a!small!but!growing!market!share.![59]!
The!OEMs!are! in!an!advantageous!position,!with! the!extensive!knowledge!of! the! installed!WT!
and!its!technology.!Maintenance!and!service!contracts!often!go!hand!in!hand!with!the!mandatory!
warranty! or! begin! seamlessly! after! the!warranty! period.! ISPs! contracting! projects! towards! the!
end! of! the! lifespan!and! through! collaborating!with! rather! bigger! developers,!who!have! a! good!
insight!into!the!technology!and!use!ISPs!to!back!up!there!in!house!maintenance!department!as!




In! the! European! market! a! 70%! share! of! the! operation! &! maintenance! is! taken! by! the!
manufacturers! and! the! ISPs! increase! their! share!on!matured!markets! like!Germany,!Denmark!
and!Spain.!In!other!markets!the!dominance!of!the!OEMs!is!even!bigger!with!about!90%!market!
share.![59]!However,!the!decline!in!WT!sales!between!2008!to!2010!was!for!the!OEMs!a!hard!hit!





the! projects’! end! in! about! five! to! ten! years.! [62]! The! immaturity! of! the! market! will! be! a! big!







The! following! paragraphs! briefly! introduce! the! different! contractual! structures! of! maintenance!
and!service!contracts.!Manufacturer’s!warranties!normally!cover!the!first!two,!or!up!to!five!years,!
of! the! WT’s! lifespan.! The! need! for! seamless! cover! over! the! whole! project’s! lifetime! was!
discussed!earlier!on.![63]!The!‘Best,Practice,Guidelines’!from!the!Irish!Wind!Energy!Association!
outlines! this! topic! briefly.! Maintenance! and! service! contracts! should! be! concluded! with!










New!markets!where!projects!are!most!of! the! time!project! financed,! created! the!need! for!more!
secure! longTterm! contracts,! which! was! mainly! driven! by! lenders! requirements.! Full! service!
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contracts,! a! variation! of! fixed! price! contracts,! as! defined! below! became! the! standard! for!
emergent!markets.13!
Fixed"price"contracts"–"Definition:"“Contract,that,provides,for,a,price,which,normally,is,
not, subject, to, any, adjustment, unless, certain, provisions, (such, as, contract, change,,
economic,pricing,,or,defective,pricing),are,included,in,the,agreement.,These,contracts,are,
negotiated,usually,where, reasonably,definite,specifications,are,available,,and,costs,can,
be, estimated, with, reasonable, accuracy., A, fixed, price, contract, places, minimum,
administrative, burden, on, the, contracting, parties,, but, subjects, the, contractor, to, the,
maximum,risk,arising,from,full,responsibility,for,all,cost,escalations.”,[66]!
Full" Service"Contracts:"The!performance!of! the!service!contractor! is! linked! to!disincentives! T!
and! incentives! which! are! based! on! contractually! agreed! KPIs.! These! contracts! are! often!
outcome! based! and! do! not! determine! the! exact! maintenance! strategy.! The! incentives! and!
disincentives! are! rewarded! by! higher! respectively! lower! payments! linked! to! the! project!
performance.!!
The! actual! service! is! measured! against! KPIs,! which! are! in! South! Africa! normally! technical!
availability! and! energetic! availability.! ‘Service, Level, Agreements’! define! the! mutual!
understanding!of!how!to!measure!the!KPIs.!Full!service!contracts!are!summarised!below:![67]!
(i)! All!accruing!costs!are!covered! (e.g.! regular!maintenance,! trouble!shooting,!spare!parts,!
cranes,!updates,!transport!etc.)!!









That! makes! an! understanding! of! that! term! essential.! Technical! availability! and! energetic!
availability!in!the!context!of!WFM!are!explained!in!3.2.1.3.!
2.7" TECHNICAL"BACKGROUND"OF"WIND"TURBINES"
This!paragraph!deals!with! the!theoretical!basis!and!general! function!of!WTs,!without!going! into!





Energy! is! transmitted! in! the! form! of! torque! through! the! main! shaft! to! the! rotor! side! of! the!
gearbox.!The!gearbox!translates!the!high!torque!of!the!main!shaft!(10!to!20RPM)!into!low!torque!




In!a!certain! timeTstep!d2,!assuming! the!wind!moves!with!constant!velocity!9!in!d2!by!d: = 9& ∙ d2!
with!a!volume!d< = +8 ∙ d:.!Based!on!the!specific!air!density!=!the!mass!stream!passing!the!rotor!
is:!d7 = &=& ∙ +8 & ∙ &9& ∙ d2.&!The!power!of!the!wind!in!this!incremental!timeTstep!is!. = ?#/?2.![69]!
 # = AB ?7& ∙ 9B.   ( III ) 
!
 !
 .CDEF = ?#?2 = &12 =& ∙ &+8IJI8 & ∙ 9K 
 




WTs,! as! this! would! result! in! slowing! the! wind! speed! down! to! zero! velocity.! In! other! words,!




power!coefficient!!L!also!known!as!the!Betz,Limit!!M = ANBO = 0.593.![69]!
Modern! WTs! are! further! developments! of! the! soTcalled! DanishTDesign14.! The! DanishTDesign!
categorises! WTs,! which! can! be! described! as,! upwind,! horizontal! axis,! threeTbladed! and! fixT
speed.! The! drivetrain! consists! ofV! rotor,! mainTshaft,! gearbox! and! generator.! This! type! of! WT!
makes! use! of! the! stallTeffect! for! the! power! regulation15.! [70]! As! the! technology! matured,! the!
requirements! of! this! technology! evolved! inter! alia! grid! code! requirements! became! more!
sophisticated.!Variable!speed!concepts!were!implemented!to!fulfil!the!newly!set!standards,!which!
led! to! the! development! of!modern!WTs.! Two! design! concepts! have! proven! themselves! to! be!
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out! of! the! wind! to! minimise! loads! on! the! structure.! Modern!WTs! operate! between! 3m/s! and!
25m/s!and!reach!rated!power!at!about!12m/s.!The!ramp!up!to!vr!reflects!the!cubical!relationship!
between!the!power!in!the!wind!and!the!wind!speed!as!described!in!the!previous!paragraph.!WTs!




PitchTcontrolled!(variable!speed)!WTs!are!able,!due! to! the!active!power! regulations,! to!perform!
close!to!rated!power!until!the!wind!speed!reaches!the!‘cutEout,speed’!and!the!nacelle!turn!out!of!
the! wind.! StallTregulated! (fixed! speed)!WTs! have! a! distinctive! power! curve,! which! decreases!
slightly! once! rated! power! is! reached! by! increasing! wind! speed.! The! major! difference! in!
performance!can!be!seen!by!low!and!medium!wind!speed,!where!variable!speed!WTs!are!able!to!




Modern! WTs! similar! to! the! ones! procured! in! South! Africa! are! illustrated! in! Figure! 19.! To!
summarise! the!WTs!used!are:!upwind,! three!bladed,!gearbox,!pitch! regulated!on!a!hub!height!









The!electroTmechanical!design!of!WTs!was!constantly! improved! in! the! recent!past.!Two!major!
designs! are! generally! accepted! and! represent! the! majority! of! new! installations.! The! general!
concept! is! to!extract!energy! from!fluctuating!wind!stream!and! transform!this!kinetic!energy! into!
electrical! energy! according! to! grid! requirements! (AC! /! 50Hz! /! 690V).!Modern! designs! can! be!




17 "Based" on" the" excessive" analysis" of" the" ‘NERSA" consultation" process’" for" REIPPPP" (accessed" online" under:"
http://www.nersa.org.za/Admin/Document/Editor/file/Consultations/Electricity/Presentations)."




The! DFIG! Concept! (Figure! 20)! consists! of! a! gearbox,! asynchronous! generator! and! a! power!
converter.! The! power! converter! performs! the! reactive! power! compensation.! The! speed! range!
which! the!WT!can!perform! is! interlinked!with! the! scale!of! the!power! converter.!The! inverter! is!
normally!scaled!to!about!a!third!of!the!nominal!power,!which!allows!the!WT!to!perform!at!+/T!30%!

















the!generator.!The!entire!power!output! is! converted! to!direct! current! and! is! converted!back! to!
alternating!current.!This!concept!works!with!both!asynchronous!wound!rotor!induction!generators!
(WRIG)! or! synchronous! generators,! which! can! either,! be! a! permanent! magnet! synchronous!
generator!(PMSG)!or!an!electrically!excited!wound!rotor!synchronous!generator!(WRSG).!! !
The! full!power!control!of! fully! inverted!concepts!disconnects! the! relationship!between! the! rotor!








induction!generators.!The!advantage! is! that!SGs!do!not!draw! reactive!power! to!magnetise! the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!
19"Enercon" can" be" used" as" an" example" for" direct" driven" fully" inverted"WT"using"WRSG"multipole" generators." The" shape"of" the"
nacelles"is"distinctive,"compared"to"the"DFIG"concept.""
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stator! field.! The! magnetic! fields! can! be! established! by! either! conventional! field! windings! or!
permanent!magnets.! SGs! can! be! used! for! directTdrive! and! gearbox! concepts! as! illustrated! in!
Figure!21.!PMSG!and!WRSG!represent! the!majority!of!SGs!used! in! the!wind!energy! industry.!
[74]!
2.8" CONCLUSION"
This! concludes! the! research! foundation.! The! nature! of! the! TEFS! required! the! research!
background!to!include!market,!regulatory,!technical!as!well!as!financial!aspects.!!
In! this! chapter! firstly! the! energy! and! policy! background! of! wind! energy! in! South! Africa! was!




which! is! not! vertically! or! horizontally! integrated! at! this! stage.! The! procurement! process! has!
proven! to! be! effective! in! the! determination! of! allocation,! however! there! is! no! experience!
regarding!operations!of!projects!developed!for!this!competitive!process!and!thus!no!precedence!
set! how! the! regulatoryTpolicy! framework! reacts! on! default! or! underperformance! of! one! of! the!
involved!parties!(inter!alia:!OEM,!DoE,!Eskom,!grid!connection,!IPP,!lender).!!
In! a! second! step! the! financial! and! technical! aspects! of! project! financed!WEFs! are! discussed.!
This! sets! a! sound! research!basis! in! order! to! investigate! the! scope!of!work! for!WFM!and!how!
WFM! can! influence!minimize! the! operational! risk! and! the! profitability! of! wind! energy! projects,!
which!is!discussed!in!details!in!the!following!chapter.!







research! foundation.! Therefore! one! can! derive! what! needs! and! requirements! are! essential! in!
order!to!effectively! implement! independent!Wind!Farm!Management!of!WEFs!in!South!Africa.20!







“Operations,management, refers, to, the, administration, of, business, practices, to, create, the,
highest, level, of, efficiency, possible, within, an, organization., Operations, management, is,
concerned,with, converting,materials,and, labour, into,goods,and,services,as,efficiently, as,
possible,to,maximize,the,profit,of,an,organization.”,[76],
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!












understanding! of! managing! the! technology.! The! role! of! WFM! is! to! ensure! the! shareholders!
expected!returns!are!met!by!firstly,!overseeing!/!monitoring!the!technical!operations!of!the!plant,!
and! secondly! by! managing! the! project! finance! structure! and! its! contracted! parties.! On! the!
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WEF! as! efficiently! as! possible.! As! illustrated! in! Figure! 22,! WFM! can! be! subdivided! into! two!
fields.!BM!and!TOM!are!both!explained!in!the!latter!paragraphs.!
3.1.1" Business"Management"
The! function! of! BM,! or! soTcalled! ‘SPVEManagement’,! is! to! represent! the! shareholders! and! to!
engage!with!all! contracted!parties!and!stakeholders.!The!monitoring!of! the!performance!of! the!
equipment! and! the! contracted!parties! is! substantial! for! the! success!of! a! project! financed!wind!




In! other! words,! the! BM! team! is! well! informed! of! the! entire! project’s! financial! and! technical!
aspects,!its!past,!current!and!planned!status.!!












































is!often!subcontracted! to! third!parties! (OEMs!or! ISPs).!Financial!and! institutional! investors!are!
often!purely! interested! in! the! returns!and!not! in! the!management!aspects!of! the!project.!Often!
monthly!reports!reflecting! the! financial,! technical!status!and!production! figures!are!sufficient! for!
the!owner!as!opposed!to!investors!who!focus!on!power!generating!assets!of!soTcalled!utilities!or!
IPPs.22!!
As!shown! in! the!previous!chapter,! the!market! in!South!Africa! is!split!on! the!one!side!between!
local!or!institutional!investors!and!on!the!other!side!European!utilities.!All!projects!are!in!need!of!
proper!WFM.!However,!the!starting!conditions!are!fairly!different.!IPPs!often!finance!on!balance!
sheets! (‘corporate, lending’)! and! have! vast! inThouse! knowledge! and! capacities! in! asset!
management!of!energy!producing!facilities!(not!necessarily!for!WEF).!Institutional!investors!have!
to!work!in!the!boundaries!of!project!finance.!The!main!drivers!for!all!investors!are!IRR!and!ROI,!
utilities! however! could! have! secondary! drivers,! namely:! obligations! to! balance! their! overall!
carbon!emission!of!their!energy!generating!fleet.!
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up! and! analyse! the! project’s! specific! value! chain,! including! restraints! regarding! technological,!
economical! and! policy! aspects! as! outlined! in! the! framework! in! the! previous! chapter.! A!
generalised!approach! is! illustrated! in!Figure!27! (the!specific!application! is! illustrated! in!chapter!
4.1.3).!
The!aim!of!the!WFM!is!to!act!in!the!owner’s!interests.!This!includes!meeting!the!assumed!energy!
production! and! financial! targets.! The! WFM! strives! to! produce! sustainable! high! returns! by!
minimising! expenditures! and! maximising! energy! production.! During! the! project! development!
phase,!extensive!modelling!and!scrutiny!was!used! to!put! together!a!viable,!competitive!project!
proposal!which!satisfies!investors!and!lenders.!A!few!specific!drivers!determine!the!IRR!of!a!wind!





(WT! make! and! model).! The! technology! selection! in! the! South! African! market! is! generally! a!
turnkey! solution! consisting!of! turbine! supply,! installation,! commissioning!and! subsequent! longT
term! full! service! contract.! In! projects! where! the! project! developer! exits! by! reaching! FC,! the!
developer! has! no! direct! financial! benefit! of! choosing! the! most! suitable! technology! and! /! or!
negotiating!the!contractual!framework!according!to!long!term!asset!management!aspects.!!
This! trilemma! emphasises! the! need! for! checks! and! balances! during! the! operational! phase.!
Stringent! contract! management! and! technical! health! management! by! the! WFM! should! be!
implemented! to! counter! any! gaps! in! the! contractual! framework! and! to! safeguard! the!
shareholders’!interests.!!
!
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financial! model! if! needed.! Further! the! maintenance! strategy! should! be! adapted! to! the! wind!
regime.!The!aim!of!the!WFM!is!to!schedule!planned!downtimes!of! low!wind!speed!periods!and!
reduce! downtimes! during! periods! of! high! wind! speeds. 24 !The! influence! WFM! has! on! the!
maintenance! and! service! work! depends! on! the! contractual! arrangements! with! the! service!
provider.! The!WFM!needs! to! analyse! and! understand! the! local! wind! regime!with! its! seasonal!
patterns!and!align!the!service!work!accordingly!if!possible,!or!advise!the!service!contractor!to!do!














,or! variations! thereof,! exceeds! the! scope! of! work! and! requires! the! assistance! of! independent!
external!consultants! in!order! to!claim!for!compensation.! [80]!A!SCADA!based!evaluation!of! the!
power!curves!should!be!conducted!periodically!for!a!targetTactualTcomparison!in!order!to!identify!
underperforming!WTs!and!document! temporary!deTrating26!of!WTs!by!the!service!provider.! [80]!







of! ‘turbine, upgrades’.! Figure! 30! shows! the! impact! of! optimisation! on! the! power! curve:! (1)!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!
25"IEC61400" is" the"overarching" international"standard"for"wind"energy," the"standard"describes"several" relevant"aspects,"such"as"
power"curve"measurements,"design"guidelines,"etc."[114]"
26"temporary"de@rating"of"wind"turbines"in"order"to"i.e."reduce"loads"see"(See"Annex"III,"Figure"54)"
27"LPF" represents" the" difference" between" the" actual" produced" energy" and" the" potential" energy" output" assuming" the" ideal"
scenario:"all"WTs"assumed"to"be"available"and"produce"according"to"the"warranted"power"curve.""















As!described! in!2.6.5! full! service! contracts!are! the!preferred! choice! for!WEFs! in!South!Africa.!
Lenders!particularly!push!for!this!option!due!to!the!minimal!experience!of!this!technology!in!the!
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for! underperformance,! liquidated! damages! are! paid! to! the! project! company! by! the! contractor.!
Compensation! payments! are! normally! based! on! annual! averages! of! the! entire! project’s!
performance.![78]!




The! KPI! to! determine! the! performance! is! named! ‘availability’,, a, certain, level, of, availability, is,
warranted,by,the,maintenance,contractor,in,performance,based,full,service,contracts.,This,level,
is,referred,to,as,‘warranted,availability’.,In!the!South!African!market,!the!type!of!availability!used!





technical!availability!+JTUVEDUWX_WUJ[WX!is!based!on!the!actual! technical!availability!of! the! individual!
WT!+JTUVEDUWX_WUJ[WX_D.!
 +JTUVEUDWX_WUJ[WX = 1\& +JTUVEDUWX_WUJ[WX_DED]A  
 




maintenance! work! 3^ WDEJTEWEUT .! During! this! maintenance! work! the! WTs! can! be! in! a! nonT
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operational! state,! which! does! not! negatively! affect! the! availability.! NonToperational! statuses!
caused! by! the! contractor! are! reflected! in!3_`a.&!The! total! time! of! the! measurement! period! is!3JIJWX.![78]!
Compensation" Payments:" The! performance! bonus! is! calculated! based! on! the! warranted!
technical! availability! +JTUVEDUWX_ZW88WEJTF !for! the! entire! WEF! and! the! actual! technical!




 .def"e7g\hd&.gi7d\2 = +JTUVEDUWX_ZW88WEJTF+JTUVEDUWX_WUJ[WX − 1 '&+#.WUJ[WX&&'& – 3 &'&&% 
 
  (VI) 
 
  
If!+JTUVEDUWX_WUJ[WX < +JTUVEDUWX_ZW88WEJTF&the! project! company! is! compensated! by! the! contractor.!
Liquidated!damages!are!calculated!in!a!similar!manner!like!the!performance!payments.! !




Energetic!availability! is! in!contrast! to! technical!availability!based!on!energy!output.! It!describes!
the! relationship! between! the! actual! energy! production! +#.WUJ[WX !and! the! potential! energy!
production!+#.MIJTEJDWX.30! !
 #\derd2nh&+9gnsgtnsn2iTET8uTJDU = & +#.WUJ[WX+#.MIJTEJDWX &'&100% 
 













A!distinction!must! be!made! between!warranted! availability,! technical! availability! and! energetic!
availability.! Both! types! of! availability! (energetic! and! technical)! normally! warrant! 97%! or! 98%!
availability.! In! general,! energetic! availability! should! be! preferred! above! technical! availability.!
Technical!availability!considers!the!time!a!WT!is!in!an!operational!state!versus!a!nonToperational!
state.! It! does! not! differentiate! between! unavailability! during! periods! of! high! wind! speed! and!
periods! of! low! wind! speeds.! The! maintenance! provider! therefore! has! no! direct! incentive! to!
schedule! the! maintenance! work! in! low! wind! speed! periods.! Energetic! availability! aligns! to! a!
certain!extent!the!interest!of!maintenance!provider!and!WEF!owner.![82]!
3.2.3" "Resulting"Tasks""









The!full!service!agreement! ‘L2’!covers!at! least! the!first!half!of! the!project’s! lifespan.!During!this!




the! assets.! In! depthTknowledge! of! the! technical! condition! of! the! assets! leads! to! costTefficient!
operation! after! the! end! of! the! longTterm! maintenance! and! service! agreement.!!
‘L3’! shows! the! timespan! for! the! loan! repayment.! After! the! full! repayment! of! the! debt,! the!
economically!most!lucrative!phase!of!the!project!is!reached.!This!is!based!upon!the!assumption!
that!major!failures!in!the!last!years!of!operation!can!be!kept!to!a!minimum.!Big!component!failure!
during!this! time!may!surpass!the!future!earnings!of!a!WT!until! the!end!of! the!operational! life! is!
reached,! and! thus! poses! the! question! of! costTbenefit! of! component! replacements! /! repairs! or!
early!decommissioning.!!
Continuous! monitoring! and! lifeTcycleTanalysis! sets! the! basis! for! informed! decision! making.! In!
general,!it!can!be!said!that!for!the!first!years!of!operation!a!fix!structure!is!handed!over!to!WFM,!
which!was!defined!in!the!project!development!process.!During!the!operational!phase,!the!role!of!
the! wind! farm! manager! may! shift! from! passive! (monitoring,! advising)! to! active! asset!
management,!if!the!required!knowledge!base!was!built!at!this!time.!!












a.! Communication:"The!WFM! functions!as! the!central! point.! It! is! the! first! point! of!
contact! for! landowners,!OEM,!maintenance!providers,! local!authorities,! technical!
inspectors,!etc."
b.! Collaboration" with" Maintenance" Provider:" For! projects! under! full! service!
contracts!interaction!between!WFM!and!maintenance!providers!is!necessary.!The!
technical!manager! has! the! best! overview!of! the! entire! project! and! the! technical!
background! to! liaise! with! the! maintenance! provider! and! to! improve! the!
performance.!!
c.! Monitoring" of" Operational" Data:"Monitoring! of! the! operational! data! allows! the!
technical! operator! to! find! patterns! in! error! codes! and! suggest! possible!
optimisations! opportunities.! The! information! flow! improves! if! ‘alarms’ 31 !are!









technical! managers! in! monthly,! quarterly! and! annually! reports.! These! reports!
need! to! reflect! the! current! technical! state! and! production! figures." Reports! are!
based!on!KPIs!of!the!WEF!and!its!WTs,!but!as!well!the!interface!with!the!financial!
reporting,!budget!reports,!and!expenditure!.!Activities!which!affect!future!earnings!





scope! of! the! inspection! includes! the! entire! machinery,! with! the! aim! to! gain! an!
overall! impression! of! the! WTs.! Obvious! damages! (e.g.! oil! leakages,! cracks,!
missing!bolts)!can!be!detected!and!compliance!with!OHSA!can!be!checked.![84]!
These! inspections! do! not! determine! the! cause! of! a! failure! and! do! not! replace!
independent!unbiased!technical!inspections.!!
f.! Site" Management:! Given! that! WTs! are! automated! and! can! be! controlled!
remotely,! they!do!not!necessarily!require!a!full! time!presence!on!site.!The! largeT
scale! wind! farms! in! South! Africa! are! located! in! rural! areas! and! therefore!
permanent! onTsite! presence! of! the! owner’s! representatives! is! imperative!
(minimised! response! times,! relatively! low! cost! for! installed! capacity).! The! site!
management! includes! the! inspection! of! balance! of! plant! (BoP)! (electrical!
infrastructure,! roads,! fences,! gates)! and! engagement! with! local! service! teams,!
which! often! are! based! on! overseeing! the! site! staff! and! site! security,! as!well! as!
engaging!with!local!communities!(to!a!certain!extent).!
(i)! Technical" Operations" Management:! The! German! Wind! Energy! Association! GWEA!
describes!the!key!responsibilities!for!TOM,!which!can!be!amended!for!the!South!African!
framework.![83]!Table!8!outlines!the!tasks!describing!TOM!for!South!African!WEFs.!
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 Monitoring!of!Service!&!Maintenance!Agreement! Reporting!according!to!REIPPPP!
 Permanent!remote!monitoring!of!operational!data!! !! Wind!forecast!
 !! Operation!Data!(SCADA)! !! Energy!forecast!
 !! Environment!(Met!Mast)! !! Maintenance!forecast!
 Monitoring!Technical!Health!of!WT!and!BOP32! !! EDO!fulfilment!!
 !! Periodic!visual!inspections! Claim!Management!!
 !! Online!condition!monitoring! !! Warranties!
 !! Independent!technical!inspection!! !! Production!Losses!
 Life!Cycle!Documentation!of!all!WT!and!subsystems! Site!Management!!
 !! Documentation!errors,!incidents!and!faults! !! Site!Security!!
 !! Documentation!of!service!and!maintenance!records! !! OHSE!Management!
 !! Operational!Reports! !! Infrastructure!Management!(BoP)!
 !! Internal!to!Business!Management!Unit! !! Environmental!Management!
 ! Stakeholder!Management!
   
Table,8:,Key,Tasks,Technical,Operation,Management33,
(ii)! Business"Management:" In! the! following! the!scope!of!work! for! the!BM!unit! of!WFM! is!
outlined.!Table!9!lists!an!overview!of!the!scope!of!work!of!BM!for!WEFs.!
  
!! Accounting!and!bookPkeeping!for!all!onPgoing!activities! !! Economic! Development! Reporting! and!
Monitoring!!! Invoicing!for!exported!power,!power!distribution! !! a aging!insurance!and!claims!for!damages!
!! Liquidity!control!and!planning! !! Invoicing!to!South!African!standards!
!! Shareholder!management! !! CDM!Management!
!! Lease!accounting! !! Economic!Development!Reporting!
!! Manage! and! Report! on! postPconstruction!
responsibilities!(e.g.!Bird!and!Bat!monitoring!Trust)!



























Human! Resources,! (ii)! Technical! Operations! Management! System,! (iii)! Condition! Monitoring!
Concept! (iv)! and! Technical! Inspection! Regime.! These! four! categories! embrace! all! key! tasks,!











the, Construction, Measurement, Period, and, the, Operating, Measurement, Period,, where,
applicable,, which, are, adjusted, to, the, actual, working, time,, compared, to, the, normal,
working,timek”,[37],
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The! Framework! distinguishes! between! Construction! Measurement! –! and! the! Operation!
Measurement!Period.!!
“‘Construction+Measurement+ Period’+ (CMP), the, period, commencing, on, the,Effective,
Date,and,ending,on,the,day,immediately,preceding,the,Commercial,Operation,Datek”,[37],
“‘Operating, Measurement+ Period’+ is, the, period, commencing, on, the, Commercial,
Operation,Date,and,ending,on,the,Termination,Datek”,[37],
The! job! creation! obligation! impacts! the! organisational! structure! and! the! economic! feasibility,!
which!to!a!great!extent!depends!on!human!resources.!!








The!BM!stream!consists!of! the! financial! director!and!additional! accountants,! if! required!by! the!
workload.!!
The! TOM! stream! is! subdivided! into! a! dedicated! siteToffice! and! the! actual! operations! centre,!
which!may!be!based! in!a!central! location! in!proximity! to!all!WEF!of! the!portfolio.!The!extent! to!
which!additional!site!staff! is! required!depends! for!e.g.! if! the!maintenance!of!BoP! is! included! in!
the!maintenance!and!service!agreement!or!if!it!is!handled!inThouse.!!
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The! key! staff! is! made! up! of! the:! Managing! Director,! Business! Manager,! Technical! Manager,!
Technical! Operator! and! Site! Manager.! The! staff! should! be! selected! according! to! relevant!
experience! and! skills! but! as! well! as! fulfilment! of! the! job! creation! obligations.! The! mentioned!
obligations!measured!in!‘person!months’!are!subdivided!as!illustrated!in!Table!10.!
 












(e.g.! warranty! periods,! inspection! intervals)! come! together.! The! TOMS! consists! of! software!
solutions! optimised! for! WFM.! The! ability! to! access! directly! the! unfiltered! operational! data!
(SCADA)! is!one!of! the!key! requirements.!The!data! is! filtered,!visualised!and! fitted! for!TOM.! In!




35"Definition" of" BBBEE" Act" applies" /" Broad@Based" Black" Economic" Empowerment" Amendment" Act" 46" of" 2013." "Black" people""
means" African," Coloured" or" Indian" persons" who" are" natural" persons" and" are" citizens" [112]." Definition" applies" to" all" further"
references"in"this"document"
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TOMS! documents! and! archives! the! necessary! data,! in! order! to! allow! for! caseTbyTcase!
assessments!of!the!relevant!data.!The!key!requirements!are!listed!below:!
 


















event! of! the! CM! data! analysis,! showing! the! need! for! immediate! action.! Independent! experts!
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The! technical!manager!needs!a! system,!which!provides!a!holistic! overview! in!order! to!have!a!
sound! basis! for! informed! decisionTmaking.! Table! 12! provides! an! overview! of! the! operator’s!




to!monitor! the!operational!activities,! the!WFM!needs! to!access! the! ‘ParkTPC’,! the!central!point!
where!all!the!data!of!the!WTs!are!collected.!The!access!to!the!raw!data!on!the!OPC!allows!realT
time! access! to! the! operational! activities.! In! order! to! limit! informationToverload! some! data! is!
averaged!over!2Tminute!or!10Tminute!intervals!(e.g.!wind!speed)![86].!For!some!analysis!a!higher!


















the! integration! of! WTs! of! all! manufacturers.! Further,! the! norm! sets! the! standard! for! the! first!
instance! of! the! data! interpretation! e.g.! it! regulates! according! to! which! criteria! mean! and!





!! Wind!Speed!! !! Power!Factor! !! Oil!Temperature!
!! Wind!Direction! !! Grid!Voltage!! !! Generator!Speed!
!! Nacelle!Position! !! Current!! !! Reactive!Power!!
!! Ambient!Temp.! !! Temp.!Generator!Bearings! !! Rotor!Speed!
!! Blade!Pitch!Angle! !! Temp.!High!Speed!Shaft!! !! Operational!Status!











between!owner!and!maintenance!provider! is!not!always!given!due! to!partly!opposing! interests,!
but!also!due!to!the!vast!amount!of!codes!created!by!the!WT!control!system!in!combination!with!
other!factors!(e.g.!environmental!influences)!!













































Priority! 12! 11! 10! 9! 8! 7! 6! 5! 4! 3! 2! 1!
Table,14:,TEClasses,according,to,IEC61400E26,,extended,[87],




(ii)! to! classify! according! to! agreed! rules! into! technicalTavailable! &wxyxz{ !or! technicalT
unavailable! w|}xyxz{ !or! to! exclude! the! event! from! availability! calculations,! these!
parameters! need! to! be! aligned! with! the! contractual! agreed! parameters! w~Ä "and!wÅx}|ÇxÉÑ|ÖÜÖ"(see"3.2.2.1)!
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(iii)!to! the! calculate! the! productionTloss! for! time! periods,! where! the! WTs! are! not! fully!
operational!(deTrated)!or!where!the!status!was!logged!as!technicalTunavailable.!!






(i)! Annual" Energy" Production:! Is! calculated! for! a! single!WT! or! averaged! for! the! entire!
fleet,! it!should!however!be!differentiated!between!calculated!+#.UWXU[XWJTF!and!measured!
values!+#.WUJ[WX.!





WT!models!on! the!same!site!or! to! compare!different! sites!with!each!other.!!(!includes!
the!technology!component!and!is!therefore!more!accurate!than!7dg\&ín\?&:ìdd?!for!site!
comparisons!
 éè = &àxÉÑ|x{àÖxÑÜä  
éè&!gìghn2i&(gh2"e, àxÉÑ|x{&gh2pgs&ì"íde&"p2ìp2, àÖxÑÜä&eg2d?&ì"íde 
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  ( XI ) 
 
  













 áÜ}ÜÖóÜÑzÉ = &î − à{êâÑàxÉÑ|x{ + &à{êâÑ &ç&îïï áÜ}ÜÖóÜÑzÉ&d\derd2nh&g9gnsgtnsn2i, &à{êâÑ&&s":2&ìe"?ph2n"\, àxÉÑ|x{&gh2pgs&ìe"?ph2n"\ 
 
  (XIII) 
 
  


















  (XV) 
 
  
(i)! Power"Factor:"The!calculation! for! the!power! factor! is!similar! to! the!capacity! factor! in!a!
WEF.!Each!WT!can!be!assigned!a!primary!and!a!secondary! reference!WT,! in!order! to!
estimate! potential! power! production! (e.g.! for! nonToperational! periods).! The! correlation!
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between!a!WT!and! its! reference!WT!should!be!as!high!as!possible,!a!correlation! factor!
could!be!incorporated!into!the!following!equation."








Life! cycle! documentation! is! the! key! to! an! efficient! operation! in! the! longTterm.! The! owner,!
respectively!the!wind!farm!manager,!needs!to!keep!their!own!records!independent!of!the!OEM.!









go!back! to! the!operational!history! in!order! to! investigate!e.g.! root! causes! for! failures!and!detect!
failure!patterns!or!reTevaluate!the!work!carried!out!by!the!maintenance!and!service!provider."
3.3.3" Condition"Monitoring"for"Wind"Turbines"
Condition! Monitoring! (CM)! is! widespread! in! the! power! generation! industry.! Increasing! WT!
capacity! increases!the!magnitude!of!downtime!on!the!financial!viability!of!wind!energy!projects.!
CM! quickly! became! a!mandatory! requirement! by! insurers! of! wind! energy! projects! in!matured!
markets!e.g.!Germany.!The!unique!characteristics!of!WTs! led! to! the!development!of!more!and!
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more! sophisticated! Condition! Monitoring! Systems! (CMSs)! and! specialised! independent! CM!
service!providers!in!the!recent!past.![88]!
The! aim! of! condition! monitoring! is! manifold.! SystemT! and! componentTfailures! should! be!
prevented!by!detection!of!initial!damages.!The!diagnosis!of!damages!sets!in!motion!an!optimised!
workflow!for!the!rectification!of!the!findings!at!the!point!of!the!lowest!system!cost.!Depending!on!
the! structure! of! the! specific!wind! energy! project,! different! aspects!will! be! focused!on,36!overall!
CM!provides!a!deep! technical! understanding!of! the!drivetrain! condition,!which! sets!a!base! for!
informed!decisionTmaking!regarding!maintenance!and!other!operational!aspects.!
Condition! Monitoring! can! be! described! as! a! “means, to, prevent, catastrophic, failure, of, critical,
rotating, machinery”., [89], The! necessity! to! implement! condition! monitoring! may! have! different!
angles,! which! vary! during! the! lifetime! of! the! project.! OEMs! who! offer! longTterm! full! service!
agreements,!usually!make!use!of!CM!as!a!maintenance! tool! in!order! to! reduce! the! risk!of!big!
component! failures! during! the! period! of! the! full! service! contract.! Access! to! information! by! the!
WFM! is! often! limited! and! the! analysis! of! the! data! falls! within! the! responsibility! of! the! OEM.!
Condition!Monitoring!as!a!part!of!Wind!Farm!Management!aims!to!detect!initial!faults!as!early!as!
possible!over!a!scope!of! the!entire!operational!phase!and! to! ringTfence! the!owner’s! interest! in!
case!of! disputes!with!OEM,!maintenance!providers!and!other! component! suppliers.!This!often!
results! in! the! installation!of!a!secondary!retrofitted,!more!sophisticated!and!fineTtuned!condition!

















centralised! processed! and! analysed! with! the! aid! of! mathematical! algorithms! by! diagnostic!
engineers.!!
Figure! 36! illustrates! the! ‘PEF, Interval’,! which! is! the! time! interval! between! the! occurrence! of! a!
potential! failure! ‘P’!and!progression!to!a!functional!failure! ‘F’.! ‘P’!describes!the!point! in!time!the!
potential! failure! can! be! detected! in! accordance! with! different! methods.! Online! condition!
monitoring! provides! continuous! data! to! evaluate! the! health! of! the! major! components.! The!
advantage!of! this! is! that!a!higher!diagnostic!confidence!due!to! longer!period!of!data!collection,!






KPIs! and! information! gathered! from! technical! inspections! and!R&D! combined! in! a! LifeTCycleT
Database,!which!creates!a!tool!to!increase!the!diagnostic!confidence.!







a! monitoring! centre! for! data! analysis! and! data! archiving.! Figure! 37! illustrates! a! schematic!
overview! of! the! installation! on! the! drivetrain,! data! transmission! and! the! monitoring! centre.!
Sensors!are!mounted!on!the!drivetrainV!the!physical!data!of!all!sensors!is!processed!collectively!
in!the!CMS!unit.!In!order!to!allow!a!deep!analysis!of!the!data!as!a!function!of!the!rotational!speed!
and! current! power! output,! it! is! crucial! to! collect! the! data! time! synchronous! and! include! clean!
measurement!of!the!actual!rotational!speed37!as!indicated!in!the!figure.!The!data!transmission!inT
between! the!site! location!and! the!monitoring!centre! is!done!by!a!communication!unit! for!either!
single! WTs! or! the! entire! fleet,! depending! on! the! site! infrastructure.! Secure! VPN! tunnel! is!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!
37"Time@synchronous" measurements" depending" on" the" current" RPM" of" the" high@speed@shaft" is" mandatory" to" perform" a" Fast"
Fourier" Transformation" FFT," this" algorithm" can" only" be" applied" on" “standing”" systems." Keeping" in"mind" the" eigenfrequenz" of"
oscillating"components."Thus"the"vibration"level"does"not"linear"correlate"with"the"rotational"speed"of"the"system.""
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case! by! case! basis.! Different! WTs! require! different! level! of! attention! and! different! drivetrainT
concepts!require!different!monitoring!concepts.!The!monitoring!of!‘major!components’!forms!the!
basis! of! a!monitoring! concept.! These! components! have! the! characteristic! of! a! low! failure! rate!
(high!MTBF),!which!would! result! in! high! system! cost! due! to! replacement! and! downtime! (high!
MTTR).! These! components! are! normally! the! mainTbearings,! gearbox,! and! generator.! The!
monitoring!concept!can!be!extended!to!nearly!all!subsystems!based!on!number!of!input!channels!
and!interfaces!on!the!CMS!unit.!




! (i)" Vibrations!transducer! !
! a.! 1x!Main!Bearing!! !




! (ii)" Optical!/!Inductive!RPM!Sensor! !
! a.! 1xHigh!Speed!Shaft! !
! (iii)"MEMS!B!Tower!Oscillation!&!rotor!unbalances!!! !













Vibration! Analysis! is! the! most! established! form! of! assessing! the! condition! of! a! wind! turbine!
drivetrain! of! wind! turbines.! This! diagnostic! approach! makes! use! of! the! fact! that! damages! in!





The! analysis! can! be! categorized! in! to! three! levels:! Level! 1! is! based! on! the!monitoring! of! the!
vibration!severity.!This!broad!band!approach!makes!use!of!the!international!standard!ISO!10816T
3,!which!classifies!the!frequency!(10Hz!to100Hz)!as!a!function!of!the!actual!power!output!of!the!
WT.! Level! 2! analysis! is! bandTselective,! specific! parameters! are! tracked! at! fixedT! and! variable!
speed.!If!certain!limits!are!reached!frequency!or!order!based!Fast!Fourier!Transformation!(FFT)!
are! performed! on! the!measured! data.! The! FFT! results! in! a! plot! of! amplitude! of! the! vibration!






A! study! including! 200! WT! (1,5MW)! of! three! European! IPPs! investigated! the! costTbenefit! of!
condition!monitoring!on!modern!WTs.![94] The!cost!savings!are!based!on!estimates!and!do!not!
include! loss! of! production! during! the! downtime.! The! costs! for! repairs! and! procurement! of! the!
faulty!components!are!based!on!the!German!supply!chain!and!underlying!its!relatively!high!spare!
part!availability!and!short!procurement!times.!
! Juwi!Management! e.disnatur! Envia!M!
Amount!of!WT! 59!WT! 130!WT! 15WT!
Measurement!Period! 3!years! 5!years! 5!years!







Repair!without!CMS39! 2’811’000€! 4’620’000€! 405’000!€!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!
38"Total"cost"for"Hardware"and"monitoring"services"
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Planned!repair!(with!CMS)40! 702’750€! 1’155’000€! 101’250€!






































Warranties! especially! towards! the! end! of! the! full! service! contract! must! be! monitored.! Initial!
damages!‘P’!are!documented!which!may!result! in!a!failure!‘F’!which!occurs!after!the!end!of!the!
warranty!period.!Without! independent!CM!the!owner!has!no! legal!means! to!claim!for!damages!
after!End!of!Warranty!(EoW).!
For! the!second!half!of! the!operational! lifeTspan!active!asset!management!can!be! implemented.!





hydraulically!components.!Most!of! the!components!of! the!drivetrain!and!of! the!subsystems!can!
be!found!in!various!industrial!equipment!and!thus!standard!state!of!the!art!analysis!methods!can!
be!applied.!!




key!events! in! the!WT’s! life!cycle!and!secondly!condition!based! inspection,!which!on!a!case!by!
case!basis!investigates!events!triggered!by!analysis!of!the!operational!data!or!to!act!in!order!to!
verify!findings!based!on!analysis!of!the!CM!data.!!
! ! ! !
! ! (i)" Inspection!Regime!according!to!Wind!Farm!Life!Cycle! !
! ! a.! Technical!Inspection!and!Technical!Acceptance!after!commissioning! ! !
! ! b.! Periodical!Inspection!according!to!local!regulations! c.! !
! ! d.! End!of!Warranty!Inspection! e.! !
! ! (ii)" Condition!based!Inspection!/!Case!by!Case!! !
! a.! Inspection!of!entire!WT!and!its!structural!integrity!! b.! !
! c.! Inspection!of!entire!drivePtrain!and!components!thereof:! d.! !
! i.! Video!endoscopy!of!generator!and!main!gearPbox! ii.! !
! iii.! VibrationPmeasurements!and!analysis!! iv.! !
! v.! Oil!analysis! vi.! !
! vii.! Life!Cycle!Analysis!and!comprehensive!inspection!of!drivetrain! viii.! !










welding! seams! and! bolt! connection! of! structural! and! safety! relevant! components,! electrical!
components,! mechanical! components! incl.! visual! gearbox! inspection,! hubTsystems,! obstacle!
lights!as!well!as!functional!test!incl.!safetyTchain!of!the!WT.![83]!









The! torque! from!the!slow!turning!rotor! is! transmitted! through! the!gearbox!onto! the!highTspeedT
shaft,!which!drives!the!generator.!The!frequent!load!changes!on!the!entire!drivetrain!cause!wear!
and!tear!on!e.g.!gears,!slow!and!fast!running!bearings.!!
The! gearbox! analysis! exposes! eventual! damages! or! reports! the! absence! thereof.! This! can!
prevent!major!breakdowns!and!thus!avoid!costly!repairs,!but!as!well!as!repairs!can!be!scheduled!
with!regards!to!weather!conditions,!component!and!crane!availability.!!
State! of! the! art! gearbox! inspections! are! based! on! a! threefold! approach,! consisting! of! video!
endoscopy,!vibration!analysis!and!lubrication!analysis.!
(i)" Gearbox"Video"Endoscopy""
Gearbox! video! endoscopy!makes! it! possible! to! access! and! inspect! visually,! otherwise! not!
accessible! areas! and! components! of! the! gearbox! e.g.! gears,! hollow! spaces! and! bearings.!
The! visual! inspection! is! the! most! suitable! way! to! determine! and! record! wear,! tear! and!
damages!or!certifies!the!absence!thereof.!!
The! focus! of! this! inspection! is! the! assessment,! of,! internal! components! and! areas! of! the!
gearbox,! which! are! visible! from! the! service! lid! e.g.! the! planetary! stageV! its! sun! gear! and!
planetary!gears!bearings,!planet!carrier!bearing.!!
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The! accessible! components! of! the! gearbox! should! be! examined! using! a! state! of! the! art!
industrial!videoTendoscope.!Gears!and!bearings!are!inspected!visuallyV!pictures!are!taken!of!




The! oil! analysis! provides! valuable! information! to! assist! in! determining! the! condition! of! the!
gearbox! and! of! the! oil! itself.! In! the! course! the! dipstickTmagnet! and! gearboxToilTfilter! is!
checked!visually!for!debris!and!particles.!
A!gear!oil!sample!is!taken!according!to!best!practice!procedures!during!the!inspection!of!the!
WT.! It! should!be!ensured! that! the! sample!will! not! be! contaminated!and! that! the! sample! is!
taken! in!a!manner,!which! is! reproducible!at!any!given! time! in! the!WT’s! life.!The!sample! is!
analysed!at!laboratory,!which!works!according!to!international!industry!standards.!!
3.3.4.3+ Rotor+Blade+Inspection+




e.g.:! cracks,!wear,! delamination,! cavities,! erosion,!which!are!marked!on! the! surface,! and! then!
captured!photographically.!The!interior!inspection!of!the!blade!includes!the!accessible!part!of!the!
blade! as! well! as! the! bladeThubTconnection.! The! lightningTprotectionTsystem! is! tested! on!
conductivity!in!between!the!lightning!receptors,!located!on!the!outside,!and!the!connection!of!the!
lighting!protection!system!situated!at!the!root!of!the!blade.!!




Technical! inspections!by! independent!experts! result! in!expert! reports! for! the!wind! farm!owner.!
These!reports!document!all!found!defects!or!the!absence!thereof.!The!deficiencies!are!evaluated!
according! to! best! industry! practice.! If! serious! defects! are! found,! e.g.! damages! to! gear! teeth!
(cracking,!brake!outs),!or!bearings,!appropriate!recommendations!regarding!continued!operation!








are! under! full! service! contracts.! In! the! second! step! the! scope! of! work! for! BM! and! TOM!was!
deduced! from! the! named! variable! influences! as! well! as! from! the! research! foundation! set! in!
chapter!two.!! !
WFM!can!be!subdivided!into!two!streams,!which!are!BM!and!TOM,!as!mentioned!previously!the!
focus! is!on!TOM,!due! to! the!vast!experience! in!South!Africa!with! ‘Public,Private,Partnerships’!
and!financial!management.!Both!streams!may!work!independently!from!one!another,!besides!the!
regular!reporting.!The!BM!unit! is!in!the!decision!making!position!and!is!the!first!point!of!contact!
for! the!owners!and! lenders,!TOM!on!the!other!hand! is! the! first!point!of!contact! for!all! technical!
related!matters.!During!the!period!of!the!full!service!contract!the!main!objective!of!TOM!focuses!
on! the! monitoring! of! the! technical! performance! of! the! WTs! as! well! as! the! monitoring! of!
performance!of!the!maintenance!provider.!In!addition,!the!TOM!entity!functions!as!an!advisor!to!
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the!maintenance!provider! in!order! to!prolong!MTBF!and! reduce!MTTR,!based!on! the!constant!
analysis!of!all!gathered!data!and!thus!optimises!the!performance!of!the!WTs.!




Due! to! the! infancy! of! the! South! African! industry,! there! is! currently! a! lack! of! knowledgeable!
experts!who!can!provide! this! type!of!service.!These!experts! require!vast!experience!within!CM!





















! ! ! !
! Project!Company:! AlphaPEnergy!SPV! !
! Installed!Capacity:! 98MW! !
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! Amount!WT! 41! !
! Tariff:!! 0,85!Rand!/!kWh! !
! Capacity!Factor! 36%! !
! AEP!(P75):! 307’126MWh! !
! Electricity!Sales! 261’057’7168R! !
Table,18:,Project,Details,AlphaEEnergy,WEF42,
The! tariff! is! based! on! a! rounded! average! of! previous! successful! projects! (BW2! to! BW4),!





Alpha!Energy! reached!COD! in! 2015.!Figure! 38!provides!a! highTlevel! overview!of! the! financial!
model!of!the!WEF.!The!electricity!sales!start!in!2015!for!a!20Tyear!period!until!2035.!The!tariff!is!
indexed!by!CPI!and!therefore!increases!gradually!over!the!entire!lifespan.!The!assets!are!written!










45Sites" are" classified" according" high" (IEC1)," medium" (IEC2)," low" wind" speeds" (IEC3)." In" South" Africa" most" utilised" sites" are"
categorised"as"IEC2!/!IEC3"














2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037







2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037
  Principle  Interest 




The!budget! for!WFM!needs! to! fit! the! financial!model!of!a!wind!project.!Based!on! international!
experience,!basic!WFM!is!budgeted!to!about!4%!to!6%!of!the!annual!turnover!of!a!wind!farm,!of!
which! about! 1%! to! 3%! is! allocated! for! TOM!and! 2%! to! 4%! for! BM46.! Large! projects! in! South!
Africa!result!in!a!lower!workload!per!installed!MW!as!well!as!lower!costs!than!that!of!international!
counterparts,!due!to!economies!of!scale.!The!workload!can!be!subdivided!into!work!per!WT!and!
activities! for! the!project!at! large.!The! fact! that!all!WTs!of! the!WEF!are!consisting!of! the!same!
model!and!that!the!amount!of!shareholders!is!limited!allows!to!offer!the!service!for!a!reduced!rate!
compared! to! the! European! markets.! In! discussion! with! financial! managers! and! project!
developers,!the!budget!for!this!illustrates!an!average!South!African!wind!project,!which!is!set!to!
3,25%47!of!the!annual!electricity!sales.!The!budget! is!therefore!dependent!on!the!AEP!of!Alpha!
Energy! which! incentives! the!WFM! to! increase! the! turnover! by!minimising! the! downtimes! and!
maximising!the!energy!output.!In!the!same!token!a!fee!structure!linked!directly!to!the!electricity!
sales!is!aligned!with!the!financial!model!of!Alpha!Energy.!







1,00%! !64.157!! R! !2.630.445!! R!
!
!
2,00%! !128.314!! R! !5.260.889!! R!
!
!
2,50%! !160.393!! R! !6.576.111!! R!
!
!
3,00%! !192.472!! R! !7.891.334!! R!
!
"
3,25%" "208.511"" R" "8.548.945"" R"
"
!
3,50%! !224.550!! R! !9.206.556!! R!
!
!
4,00%! !256.629!! R! !10.521.778!! R!










The! contractual! framework! and! the! associated! stakeholders! are! illustrated! in! Figure! 40.! The!
stakeholders! are! subdivided! into! three! groups,! (i)! mandatory! government! institutions! and!




The! contractual! framework! sets! the! basis! for! the! BM! for! ‘Alpha, Energy’! stakeholders! and!
contracts!need!to!be!managed!and!reported!in!accordance!with!the!agreements.!
4.1.3" Project"Specific"Value"Chain"Analysis""
The!project! specific! value!chain! is!derived! from! the!contractual! framework! (Figure!40)!and! the!
project!outline!(Table!18).!Figure!41! illustrates! the!value!chain! for!Alpha!Energy.!Based!on! the!
wind! regime,! availability! and! losses! of! a! single! WT! and! the! overall! WEF! losses,! the! AEP! is!




the! PPA)! builds! the! gross! income! of! the! wind! energy! project.! In! order! to! determine! the! net!
income! two! major! expenditures! need! to! be! taken! into! consideration,! firstly! the! capital!
expenditures! (illustrated!by! the!grey! fields)!and!secondly! the!operational!expenditures! (OPEX).!
The! OPEX! may! be! subdivided! into! two! categories! according! to! the! different! contractual!






The! incentives! of! the!WFM! and! the! owners! /! investors! in! Alpha! Energy! are! therefore! directly!
aligned.! The! aim! of! the!WFM!of!Alpha!Energy! is! to!monitor! all! service! activities! and! to!make!








Plant! (BOP)! maintenance! for! the! first! five! years! of! operation.! Downtime! for! scheduled!
maintenance! per!WT! (40h! per! annum)! and!BOP! (41h! per! annum)! is! part! of! the! agreement.48!
These! figures! reflect!average! time!allocation! for!service! for!WTs!of! the!class!and!size!such!as!
the!selected!Nordex!N117/2400.!
4.1.5" Economic"Development"Obligations""
For! operations!management,!EDOs!are! important! from! two!different! perspectives.!On! the! one!
hand!the!job!creation!commitment!of!the!project!company!is!partially!passed!onto!the!operation!
management!division!and!has!to!be!adhered!to.!On!the!other!hand!the!operation!management!is!
the! representative! of! the! project,! which! is! obliged! to! monitor! and! report! on! the! level! of!
performance!of!all!contracted!parties.!!







! Total!RSA!Based!Employees!jobs!created!! 8! 1920! !
! RSA!Based!Employees!who!are!Citizens!! 8! 1920! !
! RSA!Based!Employees!who!are!Black!People!! 5! 1200! !
! Skilled!Employees!! 5! 1200! !
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Table! 20! lists! the! requirements! for! the! OMP! in! ‘person, months’.! The! WFM! takes! over! the!
responsibility! to! fulfil! the! obligations,! therefore! the! need! arises! to! structure! the! organisation!
accordingly.!
4.2" WIND"FARM"MANAGEMENT"FOR"ALPHA"ENERGY"
The!WFM! for!Alpha!Energy! should! follow! the! framework!outlined! in! the!previous! chapter! (see!














The! internal! organisational! structure! of! the! new! entity! is! important,! as! one! has! to! outline! the!
positions! to!be! filled!and! to!determine! the! responsibilities.!According! to! the! responsibilities! the!
organisation! is! subdivided! into! BM! and! a! TOM.! The! work! of! the! managing! director! falls! into!
business!managementV!however!the!responsibility!of!the!position!includes!both!units.!








+ + + " " " "
+ Job+Creation+during+the+
Operating+Measurement+Period!
Skilled! Black" Local" RSA"based"&"
citizens"
"
! Managing!Director! X! X! O! X! !
! Business!Manager!! X! X! O! X! !
! Technical!Operations!Manager!! X! O! O! X! !
! Site!Manager!! X! X! O! X! !
! Technical!Operator!! X! O! O! X! !
! Site!Security!! O! O! X! X! !
! ! ! ! ! ! !
Table,21:,Possible,Staff,Placement,Alpha,Energy,
The!site!security!should!consist!of!at! least! four! ‘black,persons’! from! the!area!of! the!project.!At!
least! eight! jobs! need! to! be! created! in! total.! The! proposed! scenario! creates! nine! jobsV! the!
obligations! are! exceeded! by! twelve! person! months! per! year.! This! can! be! used! to! ease! the!





+ + + " "
+ Job+Creation+during+the+Operating+Measurement+Period! Actual+Job+Creation! Obligation" "
! Total!RSA!Based!Employees!jobs!created!! 2160! 1920! !
! RSA!Based!Employees!who!are!Citizens!! 2160! 1920! !
! RSA!Based!Employees!who!are!Black!People!! 1440! 1200! !
! Skilled!Employees!! 1200! 1!200! !
! Skilled!Employees!who!are!Black!People!! 720! 720! !
! RSA!Based!Employees!who!are!Citizens!from!Local!Communities!! 960! 960! !











! Managing!Director! 1’000’000!Rand! 1’250’000!Rand!
! Business!Manager! 800’000!Rand! 850’000!Rand!
! Technical!Manager! 750’000!Rand! 850’000!Rand!
! Accountant! 360’000!Rand! 480’000!Rand!
! Technical!Operator! 340’000!Rand! 500’000!Rand!
! Site!Manager! 650’000!Rand! 800’000!Rand!
! Site!Maintenance! Minimum!Wage! 120’000!Rand!!
! Site!Security! Minimum!Wage! 100’000!Rand!
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Salary! assumptions!were! investigated!with! input! from! renewable! energy! specialist! recruitment!
companies!and!are! listed! in! the! following! table.!The!respective! job!descriptions!of! the!key!staff!
are!listed!in!Annex!IV.!
The,costEtoEcompany,remuneration,rate,includes,all,costs,associated,with,the,employment.,This,
includes, the, gross, salary, and, the, employer’s, contributions., The, net, salary, is, derived, after, the,
portion,of,deductions,is,removed,from,the,gross,salary.!
4.3" TECHNICAL"OPERATION"MANAGEMENT"SYSTEM"
Different! TOMS! have! different! pricing! models.! A! modern! cloud! based! system! is! selected! for!
‘Alpha,Energy’.!The!advantage!of!this!system!is!that!no!inThouse!IT!for!TOMS!is!required.!For!the!
system! integration! a! once! off! installation! fee! is! charged,! and! for! the! continuous! SCADA!
monitoring!of!the!WT!an!annual!subscription!fee.!
The!system!fulfils!the!outlined!requirements!of!the!framework!and!works!according!to!IEC61400!
standard! with! regards! to! data! communication! and! data! classification.! For! the! data!
communication!an!OPC!Server!for!realTtime!data!and!an!ODBC!Server!as!a!backTup!solution!for!
10Tminute! average! data! is! required.! The! selected! WT! Nordex! N117! and! its! control! system!
‘Nordex, Control, 2’! work! on! the! same! server! setTup,! which! allows! system! integration! without!
installing!additional!IT!infrastructures!on!site.50!
Another!advantage!of!a!cloudTbased!solution! is! that!during! the! implementation!phase,!and! first!
months!of!operation,! if!needed,! login! to! the!TOMS!may!be!shared!with!experienced!overseasT









a! product! for! this! application,! due! to! that! a! European! supplier! was! selected.! Therefore,! the!
charges!are!Euro!based.!The!rand!values!are!thus!calculated!based!on!today’s!terms51.!
! ! ! ! !
! Set!up!cost! 3’000!€! 42’000!R! !
! Annual!subscription!per!WT!! 600!€! 8’400!R! !
! Total!subscriptions!fee! 24’600!€! 344’400!R! !
! ! ! ! !
Table,24:,Cost,Assumption,TOMS52,,
4.4" CONDITION"MONITORING"CONCEPT""
A! basic! state! of! the! art! condition!monitoring! concept! for! the!Nordex!N117!WTs! is! suggested,!













The!costs!of! the!CM!are! illustrated! in!Table!25.!This!specialised!service! is!not!available! in! the!
South!African!market!at!this!stage,!therefore!a!European!monitoring!centre!was!selected!for!this!
case!study.!The!charges!are!Euro!based!and! the! rand!values!are!calculated!based!on! today’s!
terms!
Condition!monitoring! consists! of! two! components,! firstly! the! CMS! hardware! and! secondly! the!
subsequent!monitoring!and!reporting!services.!!




and! reporting! will! be! charged! per! drivetrain! per!month.! The! cost! for! CMS! are! relatively! small!
compared!to!the!overall!project!costs!and!can!be!included!in!the!financial!modelling!of!the!entire!
WEF.!
! ! ! ! !
! CMS!Cost!per!WT! 9’000!€! 126’000!R! !
! Total!CMS!cost! 369’000!€! 5’166’000!R! !
! Annual!subscription!per!WT!! 1300!€! 18’200!R! !
! Total!subscriptions!fee! 53’300!€! 746’200!R! !






! ! ! !
! CMS!Hardware!and!Installation!! 126’000!R! !
! Data!analysis!and!reporting!per!annum! 18’200!R! !
! Total!Life!Time!Cost!CMS!(20y)!! 490’000!R! !
! Replacement!Cost!Gearbox! 3’200’000!R! !
! Replacement!Cost!Main!Bearing!! 400’00!0R! !
! Replacement!Cost!Generator!! 560’000!R! !
! Production!loss!per!day!of!down!time53! 17’625!R! !
! ! ! !
Table,26:,CMS,Savings,Potential,N117,
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The! inspection! regime! for! this! time! frame! should! consist! of! three! or! rather! four! thorough!
inspections.! After! commissioning! the! inspection! before! handover! (i)! is! crucial.! Based! on!
exhaustive!testing!the!single!WTs!and!the!entire!WEF!are!accepted!by!the!owner.!It!needs!to!be!
assured!that!all!WTs!are!in!safe!operational!conditions,!complying!with!the!local!regulations!and!
that!all!WTs!and! their!components!are! in!an!acceptable!condition.!Periodic! inspections! (ii)!and!
(iii)!should!be!carried!out! in!the!fourth!and!seventh!year!of!operation.!Before!the!end!of! the!full!
service! contract,! the!most! important! inspection! is! the! ‘End, of,Warranty’! inspection! before! the!
operational! risk! is! shifted! back! to! the! owner! of! the! project.! All! initial! damages! need! to! be!
documented!to!protect,the!owner!against!failures!caused!by!damages,!which!occurred!during!the!
full!service!contract!period.!
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Additional! to! the! independent! technical! inspections! the! site!manager! and/or! technical! operator!
should! conduct! at! least! two! visual! inspections! for! the! years! without! planned! independent!
inspections,!and!one!for!the!other!years,!in!order!to!capture!the!current!technical!condition!of!the!
WTs!in!max.!six!months!intervals.!
Further! inspections! may! be! required! based! on! the! findings! of! the! condition! monitoring! or! for!
damage!assessments!after!a!defect.!
4.5.1" Cost"Assumptions"Technical"Inspection"Services"
The! costs! for! the! independent! technical! inspection! services! are! outlined! in! Table! 27.! These!
specialised!services!are!not!available!on!the!South!African!market!at!this!stage!and!therefore!a!
European!provider!was!selected!for!this!case!study.!The!charges!are!Euro!based!and!the!Rand!
values! are! calculated! based!on! today’s! terms54.! The! costs! are! based!on! the! inspection! of! the!
entire!fleetV!inspection!of!single!WTs!may!result!in!higher!costs.!
! ! ! ! !
! ! Per!WT! Per!WT! Alpha!Energy!(41WT)!
! Handover!Inspection! 4’750!€! 66’500!R! 2’726’500!R!
! Periodical!Inspection! 3’750!€! 52’500!R! 2’152’500!R!
! End!of!Warranty!Inspection!! 4’750!€! 66’500!R! 2’726’500!R!
















Based! on! the! cost! assumptions! outlined! in! the! previous! paragraphs,! a! conservative! approach!
was!selected!for!the!financial!model.!In!the!following,!the!cost!for!(i)!Human!Resources!(ii)!Expert!
Services!(iii)!Operational!Cost!and!(iv)!Implementation!Cost!are!illustrated.!!

























for! the! technical! inspection! services.! The! according! to! the! inspection! regime! outlined!
technical! inspections! are! scheduled! four! times! during! the! tenTyear! period! of! the! financial!
model!(year!1,!year!4,!year!7,!year!10).!The!costs!are!inflated!by!German!CPI.!The!financial!
model!makes!provisions! for! the! technical! inspection!services!by!using!a!reserve!account! to!
equalise! the!annual!payments!and!avoid! jumps! in! the!yearly!costs.!The!costs! for! the!handT
over!inspection!in!the!first!year!of!operation!are!covered!by!the!initial!capital!outlay."
B! Expert!Services! Year!1! Year!2! Year!3! Year!4! Year!5!
2.1! TOMS! €24.600!! €24.698!! €24.797!! €24.896!! €24.996!!
2.2! Condition!Monitoring*! €53.300!! €53.513!! €53.727!! €53.942!! €54.158!!
2.3! Technical!Inspection! €194.750!! P! P! €155.602!! P!
Total!B! !! €272.650!! €78.212!! !€78.524!! €234.441!! €79.154!!
B! Expert!Services! Year!6! Year!7! Year!8! Year!9! Year!10!
2.1! TOMS! €25.096! €25.196! €25.297! €25.398! €25.500!
2.2! Condition!Monitoring*! €54.375! €54.592! €54.810! €55.030! €55.250!
2.3!! Technical!Inspection! P! €157.477! P! P! €201.874!
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(iv)"Implementation"Cost" (A,"B,"C):" Implementation!costs!provide! to!start! the!operation!of! the!
WFM! entity! one! month! prior! to! COD! of! the! Alpha! Energy,! where! the! first! income! will! be!





























are! illustrated! in! Figure! 45.! The! exposure! to! the! exchange! rate! (Rand! /! Euro)! is! 17%! which!
equals!about!1’400’000!R!on!average.!!












electricity! sales,!which! are! indexed!by!CPI.! The! income!and!expenses! escalate! by! the!
same!factorV!therefore!the!risk!caused!by!inflation!is!minimal.!Figure!46!illustrates!the!CPI!
over!the!term!of!the!last!three!years.!
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+" Risk" Free" Rate:" 8.33%!based!on!South!African!Government!bond!10Y! [102]!
+!Risk!Premium:!3,2%!(estimate)! !
="Discount"Rate:"11,53%!



























Figure! 47! illustrates! the! inputs! and! outputs! of! the!model! based! on! the! cost! assumptions! and!
financial!assumptions,!which!were!discussed! in! the!previous!paragraphs.!The! relation!between!
the!major!inputs!of!the!model!(Net!Income,!OPEX,!Debt,!Budget)!is!indicated!by!single!lines.!
Based!on!the! ‘project,outline’,and!the!specific! ‘requirements’! the! ‘initial,capital,requirement’,can!







In! the!centre!of!Figure!47!stands! the!DCF,!besides! the!main!assumption! ‘Net, Income’,! ‘OPEX’,
and!‘Debt’!several!‘Input,Parameters’,are!set!in!order!to!calculate!the!output!of!the!model:!DCF,!
IRR,!NPV,!DSCR.!The!input!parameters!are!subdivided!into!two!categories,!fix!parameters!and!
variable! parameters.! A! sensitivity! analysis! tests! the! stability! of! this! financial! model! against!
deviation!of!these!parameters.!!





The! following!explains! the! inner!workings!of! the! financial!model.!Figure!48! illustrates! the! flowT
chart!of!the!financial!model.!On!a!yearly!basis!the!free!cash!is!calculated!taking!into!account!the!
financial! parameters! and! basic! assumptions! as! illustrated! in!Figure! 47.! The!model! follows! the!
calculation!of! the! free!cash!as!outlined! in! the!previous!paragraphs.!The! ‘EBIT’! is!based!on! the!
‘Net, Income’! (for! the!specific!year)! less!the!corresponding! ‘OPEX’,as!well!as! the!cash!reserve.!
The!cash!reserve!minimised!the!financial!impact!of!the!technical!inspections,!which!occur!not!on!
a!yearly!basis! (four! times! in! the!course!of! the! first! ten!years!of!operation).!During! the!payback!




cash! flow! available! for! the! repayment! of! the! loan! is! compared! to! the! total! yearly! debt! service!
(DSCR).!A!yearly!DSCR!of!greater!than!1.5!has!to!be!achieved,!if!this!is!not!achieved!the!initial!
capital!requirements!are!revised!until! the!criteria!is!met.!The!resulting!free!cash!of!the!model! is!











structured! over! the! entire! period! and! paid! in! equal! instalments.! The! actual! debt! per! annum! is!
represented! in! the! figure.! Tax! is! paid! once! the! accumulated! earnings! exceed! the! operational!










the! instalments! for! the!debt!service.!The!entry! requirement! for!a!stable! investment!was!
set! to! a! DSCR! of! 1.5! or! greater! to! ensure! upcoming! debt! commitments! can! be! met.!
Figure!50!shows!the!values!over!the!tenTyear!loan!period.!As!illustrated!in!Figure!49,!the!
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(ii)! Net" Present" Value" (NPV):" The! NPV! is! a! measure! to! assess! the! viability! of! an!
investment.!The!present!value!of!the!future!cash!inflows!and!outflows!are!represented!by!
the!NPVV! in!other!words,! it! is! the!sum!of! the!DFC.!Therefore,! the!NPV!is!dependent!on!
the!selected!discount!rate.!A!positive!NPV!justifies!the!investment!based!on!the!selected!
discount!rate.! In!order! to!evaluate! the!financial!viability!of!WFM!for!Alpha!Energy,!a!soT
called!NPV!Evolution!was!established.!Figure!51!illustrates!the!accumulation!of!the!NPV!




(iii)!Internal" Rate" on" Return" (IRR):"The! IRR! is! another!measure! to!assess! the! viability! of!
investments.! Like!NPV,! IRR! is! based! on! the! selected! discount! rate.!NPV! and! IRR! are!
connected.!The!IRR!of!a!cash!flow!stream!is!the!interest!rate!of!the!investment!for!NPV!of!
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illustrates! the! sensitivity! of! the! IRR! regarding! following! parameters:! (i)! budget,! (ii)!
inflation,! (iii)! exchange! rate!EuroTRand,! and! (iv)! lending! rate.!All! parameters!are! tested!
against! the! variation! of! +/T! 15%,! the! ploted! points! of! the! single! graphs! represent! the!
variation! a! single! parameter! represented! by! the! graph’s! colour! and! illustrate! the!
corresponding!IRR.! !
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Energy! by! the! same! percentage.! In! order! to! minimise! the! risk,! the! statistical! certainty!




The!AEP! of! a!wind! project! is! based! on! the!wind! resource! and! therefore! attached! to! a!
certain! level! of! uncertainty.! The! minimisation! of! operational! risks! by! managing! the!
variable! factors! of! the! AEP! (inter! alia! under! performance! of! contractors! and!
underperforming!WTs)!is!the!key!objective!of!WFM,!therefore!it!is!intended!that!the!IRR!of!
the!WFM!is!linked!directly!to!the!overall!WEF!performance.!










WEFs, in, South, Africa, is, technically, and, financially, feasible”., Therefore! a! technoTeconomic!
feasibility!study!was!conducted!with! the!objective! to!develop!a! technical! framework!and!test! its!
financial!viability!by!application!to!a!case!study.!!
The! research! foundation!was!built! in! the!second!chapter!by!discussing! the! technical,! financial,!
and!political! aspects! in!which!South!African!WEFs!need! to!be!managed.!The! literature! shows!
that! the! success! of! project! financed! wind! energy! projects! depend! mainly! on! electricity! sales,!
operationalT! and! capitalTexpenditures! as! well! as! the! importance! of! monitoring! and! managing!
these!three!aspects! throughout! the!project’s! lifespanV! the!requirements! for!proper!WFM!can!be!
derived.!WFM!is!the!tool!to!safeguard!the!investments!in!this!technology,!which!is!the!basis!for!
successful! integration! of! wind! energy! in! the! South! African! energy! mix.! The! vast! amount! of!
different!influences!as!well!as!the!unique!competitive!tender!(REIPPPP)!and!its!socioTeconomic!
factors! (EDO)! illustrate! that! WFM! in! South! Africa! demands! a! unique! approach! compared! to!
matured!markets.!!
Based!on! the! research! foundation!a! framework!was!developed! in! the! third!chapter.!Firstly,! the!
requirements!for!WFM!in!the!South!African!context!are!discussed!and!the!scope!of!work!as!well!
as! possible! organisational! structures! in! accordance! with! the! EDO,! are! proposed.! Four! key!
requirements! are! identified! and! their! technical! aspects! are! discussed! namely:! Human!
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Resources,! TOMS,! CM! and! Technical! Inspections.! WFM! for! the! utility! scale! WEFs! in! South!




its!WTs!as!well!as! the!performance!of! the!maintenance!providerV! thus!monitors! the!key!drivers!
for!the!financial!viability!of!a!wind!energy!project!namely!AEP!and!OPEX.!!
The!developed! framework!was!applied! in! the! fourth!chapter! to!a!case!study,!which! represents!
most! WEFs! in! South! Africa.! The! case! study! and! its! financial! assumptions! and! contractual!
framework!are!introduced!and!explained,!on!the!basis!that!the!budget!for!WFM!would!be!set!to!
3,25%!of! EBITDA.! Based! on! the! four! key! requirements! identified! in! the! developed! framework!
and! their!associated!costs,!a! financial!model!could!be!set!up,! taking! into!account! the!project’s!
specific! characteristics! (amount! WTs,! EDO).! A! discounted! cash! flow! approach! was! used! to!
determine! the! financial!viability!of!WFM!based!on! the!developed! framework.!Relevant! financial!
indicators!discuss!the!output!of!the!model.!DSCR,!NPV!and!IRR!together!provide!a!solid!picture!
for!determining! the!economic! feasibility.!The!volatility!and!dependency!of! the! IRR!on! the! input!
parameters!of! the!model!was! further! tested!by!use!of!a! sensitivity!analysis.!The! results!of! the!













services! can! be! sourced! locally,! once! established,! which! reduces! the! exposure! to! exchange!














(iii), What, are, the, requirements, of, WFM, in, South, Africa?,Based! on! the! local! procurement!
process! (2.3.)! suitable! strategies! in! accordance!with! the! local! requirements!were! outlined! and!
discussed!(3.3.1,!Figure!33,!Figure!34).,
(iv)! How, can, the, maintenance, regime, of, WTs, be, monitored?, A! twoTfold! approach! was!
discussed!to!monitor!the!maintenance!regime!as!well!as!the!service!provider.!As!this!poses!one!










of! TOM! are! illustrated! by! the! case! study! in! the! fourth! chapter! of! this! study! as! well! as! in! the!
summary!of!the!third!chapter!(3.4.).,
(viii), What!are! the!main!processTflows! regarding!TOM?!The!process! flows!are!based!on! the!
WFMS,!which!needs!to!be!monitored!continously,!in!addtion!(3.3.2!Figure!35)!illustrates!how!the!





(x), How! can! WFM! be! implemented! for! local! WEFs?! The! last! research! question! was!
discussed!in!details!in!the!fourth!chaper!of!this!study.!The!Case!Study!shows!how!the!framework!




framework,!which! is! in! accordance!with! the! current! state! of! the! industry.! Future! studies! could!
investigate! the! impact! on! the! associated! risks! for! owners! and! lenders! by! using! a! consequent!
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Annex!I!! ! ! ! ! REIPPPP!T!Successful!Wind!Energy!Projects!
!
1! Round!1! Capacity! Region!
1.1! Hopefield! 65.4! Western!Cape!
1.2! MetroWind!van!Stadens!Wind!Farm! 27,00!MW! Eastern!Cape!
1.3! Dassieklip!Wind!Energy!Facility! 27,00!MW! Western!Cape!
1.4! Red!Cap!Kouga!Wind!Farm!! 77,60!MW! Eastern!Cape!
1.5! Jeffereys!Bay!Wind! 138,00!MW! Eastern!Cape!
1.6! Noblesfontein!Wind! 75,00!MW! Northern!Cape!
1.7! Dorper!Wind!Farm! 97.53! Eastern!Cape!






2! Round!2!! Capacity! Region!!
2.1! Amakhala!Emoyeni! 133,70!MW! Eastern!Cape!
2.2! Tsitsikamma!Community!Wind!Farm!! 94,80!MW! Eastern!Cape!
2.3! Wind!Farm!West!Coast!1! 90,82!MW! Western!Cape!
2.4! Waainek! 23,28!MW! Eastern!Cape!
2.5! Grassridge! 59,80!MW! Eastern!Cape!
2.6! Chaba! 21,00!MW! Eastern!Cape!
2.7! Gouda!Wind!Project! 135,50!MW! Western!Cape!
!! TOTAL!! 558,90!MW! !!
3! Round!3!! Capacity! Region!!
3.1! Red!Cap!P!Gibson!Bay!! 110,00!MW! Eastern!Cape!
3.2! Longyuan!Mulilo!De!Aar!2!North!Wind!Energy!Facility!! 139,00!MW! Eastern!Cape!
3.3! Nojoli!Wind!Farm!! 87,00!MW! Eastern!Cape!
3.4! Longyuan!Mulilo!De!Aar!Maanhaarberg!Wind!E.!Facility!! 96,00!MW! Eastern!Cape!
3.5! Khobab!Wind!Farm!! 138,00!MW! Eastern!Cape!
3.6! Noupoort!Mainstream!Wind!! 79,00!MW! Eastern!Cape!
3.7! Loeriesfontein!2!Wind!Farm!! 138,00!MW! Eastern!Cape!
!! TOTAL!! 787,00!MW! !!
4! Round!4!!! Capacity!! Region!!
4.1! Golden!Valley!Wind!! 117,00!MW! Eastern!Cape!
4.2! Oyster!Bay!Wind!Farm!! 140,00!MW! Eastern!Cape!
4.3! Roggeveld!Wind!Farm!! 140,00!MW! Western!Northern!Cape!
4.4! The!Karusa!Wind!Farm!! 140,00!MW! Northern!Cape!
4.5! The!Nxuba!Wind!Farm!! 139,00!MW! Eastern!Cape!
4.6! TOTAL!! 676,00!MW! !!
!! Expedited!Round!4!! Capacity!! Region!!
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Annex!I!! ! ! ! ! REIPPPP!T!Successful!Wind!Energy!Projects!
!
4.1! Soetwater!Wind!Farm! 139,00!MW! Northern!Cape!
4.2! Kangnas!Wind!Project!! 137,00!MW! Northern!Cape!
4.3! Perdekraal!East!Project!! 108,00!MW! Western!Cape!
4.4! Excelsior!Wind!Energy!Facility! 32,00!MW! Western!Cape!
4.5! WesleyPCiskei!Project! 33,00!MW! Eastern!Cape!
4.6! Garob!Wind!Farm! 102,00!MW! Northern!Cape!
!! TOTAL!! 551,00!MW! !!
! ! ! !
Table,32:,Wind,Energy,Preferred,Bidders,REIPPPP,[96]
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Annex!III!! ! ! ! ! ! Nordex!N117/2400!–!Power!Curve!
!
!
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the!directors!are!properly! informed!and! that!sufficient! information! is!provided! to! the!board! to!enable! the!
directors! to! form! appropriate! judgementsV! request! that! special! meetings! of! the! board! be! called! when!
appropriateV!
!! Will! be! responsible! for! commercial! and! administrative! construction,! operations,! and! consultancy!
contracts.!
!! Be!in!regular!contact!with!the!project!company!team!as!well!as!construction!contractors,!stakeholders!





!! Ensure! the! company! is! appropriately! organised! and! staffed! and! to! have! the! authority! to! hire! and!
terminate!staff!as!necessary!to!enable!it!to!achieve!the!approved!strategyV!
!! Ensure!that!expenditures!of!the!company!are!within!the!authorised!annual!budget!of!the!companyV!





!! Ensure! that! the! company!maintains!high! standards!of! corporate! citizenship!and! social! responsibility!
wherever!it!does!businessV!
!! Communicate! effectively! with! shareholders,! employees,! government! authorities,! other! stakeholders!
and!the!publicV!
!! Keep! abreast! of! all! material! undertakings! and! activities! of! the! company! and! all! material! external!
factors!affecting! the!company!and! to!ensure! that! the!processes!and!systems!are! in!place! to!ensure!
that!the!General!Manager!and!management!of!the!company!are!adequately!informedV!
!! Ensure!the!integrity!of!all!public!disclosure!by!the!companyV!
!! Determine! the! date,! time! and! location! of! the! annual! meeting! of! shareholders! and! to! develop! the!
agenda!for!the!meetingV!
!! Sit!on!committees!of!the!board!where!appropriate!as!determined!by!the!board.!
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!! Monitoring! and! reporting! on! progress! under! key! project! subTcontracts! (Service! Agreement,! wind!
forecasting!contract!
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Annex!IV! ! ! ! ! Competence!Profiles!Wind!Farm!Management!
!
!! Economic!Development!/!Community!Management:!!!
!! Understand! the!economic!development!commitments!made!and!obligations!on! the!companies!under!
the!government!agreements.!!
!! Work!closely!with!contractors!and!suppliers!of!the!companies!to!ensure!that!the!information!required!in!
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ANNEX%VI% Financial%Model%Alpha%Energy%Wind%Farm%Management%
%
! Set$up$Cos$ Year$ Year$ Year$ Year$ Year$ Year$ Year$ Year$ Year$ Year$
$ 0$ 1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ 8$ 9$ 10$
Human$Resource$ !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !!
Operations$Centre$ !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !!
Managing!Director! !R!104.167!! !R!1.250.000!! !R!1.300.000!! !R!1.352.000!! !R!1.406.080!! !R!1.462.323!! !R!1.520.816!! !R!1.581.649!! !R!1.644.915!! !R!1.710.711!! !R!1.779.140!!
Technical!Manager! !R!70.833!! !R!850.000!! !R!884.000!! !R!919.360!! !R!956.134!! !R!994.380!! !R!1.034.155!! !R!1.075.521!! !R!1.118.542!! !R!1.163.284!! !R!1.209.815!!
Technical!Operator! !R!41.667!! !R!500.000!! !R!520.000!! !R!540.800!! !R!562.432!! !R!584.929!! !R!608.326!! !R!632.660!! !R!657.966!! !R!684.285!! !R!711.656!!
Business!Manager! !R!70.833!! !R!850.000!! !R!884.000!! !R!919.360!! !R!956.134!! !R!994.380!! !R!1.034.155!! !R!1.075.521!! !R!1.118.542!! !R!1.163.284!! !R!1.209.815!!
Accountant! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!!
Subsubtotal$ $R$287.500$$ $R$3.450.000$$ $R$3.588.000$$ $R$3.731.520$$ $R$3.880.781$$ $R$4.036.012$$ $R$4.197.453$$ $R$4.365.351$$ $R$4.539.965$$ $R$4.721.563$$ $R$4.910.426$$
Site$Office$Alpha$Energy$ !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !!
Site!Manager! !R!62.500!! !R!750.000!! !R!780.000!! !R!811.200!! !R!843.648!! !R!877.394!! !R!912.490!! !R!948.989!! !R!986.949!! !R!1.026.427!! !R!1.067.484!!
Site!Maintenance! 0! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!!
Security!Guard! 0! !R!400.000!! !R!416.000!! !R!432.640!! !R!449.946!! !R!467.943!! !R!486.661!! !R!506.128!! !R!526.373!! !R!547.428!! !R!569.325!!
Subsubtotal$ $R$62.500$$ $R$1.150.000$$ $R$1.196.000$$ $R$1.243.840$$ $R$1.293.594$$ $R$1.345.337$$ $R$1.399.151$$ $R$1.455.117$$ $R$1.513.322$$ $R$1.573.854$$ $R$1.636.809$$
Subtotal$A$ $R$350.000$$ $R$4.600.000$$ $R$4.784.000$$ $R$4.975.360$$ $R$5.174.374$$ $R$5.381.349$$ $R$5.596.603$$ $R$5.820.467$$ $R$6.053.286$$ $R$6.295.418$$ $R$6.547.234$$
$$ !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !!
Expert$Services$ B369000! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !!
TO!Management!System! !€!3.000!! !€!24.600!! !€!24.698!! !€!24.797!! !€!24.896!! !€!24.996!! !€!25.096!! !€!25.196!! !€!25.297!! !€!25.398!! !€!25.500!!
Condition!Monitoring! !€!369.000!! !€!53.300!! !€!53.513!! !€!53.727!! !€!53.942!! !€!54.158!! !€!54.375!! !€!54.592!! !€!54.810!! !€!55.030!! !€!55.250!!
Technical!Inspections! !€!B!!!! !€!194.750!! !€!B!!!! !€!B!!!! !€!155.602!! !€!B!!!! !€!B!!!! !€!157.477!! !€!B!!!! !€!B!!!! !€!201.874!!
Subsubtotal$Euro$based$ $€3.000$$ $€272.650$$ $€78.212$$ $€78.524$$ $€234.441$$ $€79.154$$ $€79.471$$ $€237.265$$ $€80.108$$ $€80.428$$ $€282.624$$
Exchange!rate! !€!B!!!! !€!B!!!! !€!B!!!! !€!B!!!! B€!2.178.433!! !€!B!!!! !€!B!!!! B€!2.204.679!! !€!B!!!! !€!B!!!! B€!2.826.239!!
Subtotal$B$ $R$42.000$$ $R$3.817.100$$ $R$1.094.962$$ $R$1.099.342$$ $R$1.103.740$$ $R$1.108.155$$ $R$1.112.587$$ $R$1.117.038$$ $R$1.121.506$$ $R$1.125.992$$ $R$1.130.496$$
!! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !!
Operational$Cost$ !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !!
Technical!Operation!Manager! !R!200.000!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!!
Financial!Advisor! !R!250.000!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!!
Legal!Advisor! !! !R!100.000!! !R!104.000!! !R!108.160!! !R!112.486!! !R!116.986!! !R!121.665!! !R!126.532!! !R!131.593!! !R!136.857!! !R!142.331!!
Auditing!! !! !R!100.000!! !R!104.000!! !R!108.160!! !R!112.486!! !R!116.986!! !R!121.665!! !R!126.532!! !R!131.593!! !R!136.857!! !R!142.331!!
Insurance! !! !R!150.000!! !R!156.000!! !R!162.240!! !R!168.730!! !R!175.479!! !R!182.498!! !R!189.798!! !R!197.390!! !R!205.285!! !R!213.497!!
Cost!Operational!Centre! !! !R!300.000!! !R!312.000!! !R!324.480!! !R!337.459!! !R!350.958!! !R!364.996!! !R!379.596!! !R!394.780!! !R!410.571!! !R!426.994!!
Cost!Site!Office! !! !R!200.000!! !R!208.000!! !R!216.320!! !R!224.973!! !R!233.972!! !R!243.331!! !R!253.064!! !R!263.186!! !R!273.714!! !R!284.662!!
Susubbtotal! $R$450.000$$ $R$850.000$$ $R$884.000$$ $R$919.360$$ $R$956.134$$ $R$994.380$$ $R$1.034.155$$ $R$1.075.521$$ $R$1.118.542$$ $R$1.163.284$$ $R$1.209.815$$
Subtotal$C$ $R$450.000$$ $R$850.000$$ $R$884.000$$ $R$919.360$$ $R$956.134$$ $R$994.380$$ $R$1.034.155$$ $R$1.075.521$$ $R$1.118.542$$ $R$1.163.284$$ $R$1.209.815$$
!! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !! !!
TOTAL$COST$ !R!842.000!! !R!9.267.100!! !R!6.762.962!! !R!6.994.062!! !R!7.234.248!! !R!7.483.884!! !R!7.743.346!! !R!8.013.026!! !R!8.293.334!! !R!8.584.693!! !R!8.887.545!!
!            
%
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 Set$up$Costs$ Year$ Year$ Year$ Year$ Year$ Year$ Year$ Year$ Year$ Year$
$$ 0$ 1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ 8$ 9$ 10$




!R!(842.000)!! !R!(718.155)!! !R!2.127.940!! !R!2.252.476!! !R!2.382.152!! !R!2.517.172!! !R!2.657.753!! !R!2.804.116!! !R!2.956.494!! !R!3.115.128!! !R!3.280.269!!
Reserve!annual!deposit! !! !! !R!801.039!! !R!801.039!! !R!801.039!! !R!801.039!! !R!801.039!! !R!801.039!! !R!801.039!! !R!801.039!! !R!801.039!!
Reserve!Accumulated! !R!B!!!! !R!B!!!! !R!801.039!! !R!1.602.078!! !R!224.684!! !R!1.025.723!! !R!1.826.762!! !R!423.122!! !R!1.224.161!! !R!2.025.200!! !R!B!!!!
EBIT$ !R!(842.000)!! !R!(718.155)!! !R!1.326.901!! !R!1.451.437!! !R!1.581.113!! !R!1.716.133!! !R!1.856.714!! !R!2.003.077!! !R!2.155.455!! !R!2.314.089!! !R!2.479.230!!
Interest!on!Loan! !! !R!(264.000)!! !R!(248.956)!! !R!(232.107)!! !R!(213.236)!! !R!(192.101)!! !R!(168.429)!! !R!(141.917)!! !R!(112.223)!! !R!(78.966)!! !R!(41.718)!!
Accumulated!Interests! !! !R!(264.000)!! !R!(512.956)!! !R!(745.063)!! !R!(958.299)!! !R!(1.150.400)!! !R!(1.318.829)!! !R!(1.460.746)!! !R!(1.572.968)!! !R!(1.651.934)!! !R!
(1.693.652)!!
EBT$ !! !R!(982.155)!! !R!1.077.945!! !R!1.219.330!! !R!1.367.877!! !R!1.524.033!! !R!1.688.285!! !R!1.861.161!! !R!2.043.232!! !R!2.235.123!! !R!2.437.512!!
Accumulated!Earnings! !! !R!(982.155)!! !R!95.790!! !R!1.315.120!! !R!2.682.996!! !R!4.207.029!! !R!5.895.314!! !R!7.756.475!! !R!9.799.707!! !R!12.034.830!! !R!
14.472.343!!
Tax! !! !R!B!!!! !R!26.821!! !R!341.412!! !R!383.005!! !R!426.729!! !R!472.720!! !R!521.125!! !R!572.105!! !R!625.835!! !R!682.503!!
EAT$ !! !R!(982.155)!! !R!1.051.124!! !R!877.918!! !R!984.871!! !R!1.097.304!! !R!1.215.565!! !R!1.340.036!! !R!1.471.127!! !R!1.609.289!! !R!1.755.009!!
Cash$flow$available$for$$
repayment$of$loan$
!R!1.358.000!! !R!639.845!! !R!1.300.080!! !R!1.110.025!! !R!1.198.107!! !R!1.289.404!! !R!1.383.994!! !R!1.481.952!! !R!1.583.350!! !R!1.688.255!!
Required$payment$on$loan$ !! !R!(389.365)!! !R!(389.365)!! !R!(389.365)!! !R!(389.365)!! !R!(389.365)!! !R!(389.365)!! !R!(389.365)!! !R!(389.365)!! !R!(389.365)!! !R!(389.365)!!
Free$Cash$$ !R!1.358.000!! !R!250.480!! !R!910.715!! !R!720.660!! !R!808.742!! !R!900.039!! !R!994.629!! !R!1.092.587!! !R!1.193.985!! !R!1.298.889!! !R!1.407.361!!
DSCR$ !! 1,64! 3,34! 2,85! 3,08! 3,31! 3,55! 3,81! 4,07! 4,34! 4,61!
Debt$/$Income$ !R!(2.200.000)!! !R!(1.824.155)!! !R!(773.031)!! !R!104.886!! !R!1.089.757!! !R!2.187.061!! !R!3.402.626!! !R!4.742.662!! !R!6.213.789!! !R!7.823.078!! !R!9.578.087!!
Debt$ !R!(2.200.000)!! !R!(2.074.635)!! !R!(1.934.226)!! !R!(1.776.968)!! !R!(1.600.839)!! !R!(1.403.574)!! !R!(1.182.638)!! !R!(935.189)!! !R!(658.047)!! !R!(347.647)!! !R!0!!
Dividends$ !R!(2.200.000)!! !R!250.480!! !R!910.715!! !R!720.660!! !R!808.742!! !R!900.039!! !R!994.629!! !R!1.092.587!! !R!1.193.985!! !R!1.298.889!! !R!1.407.361!!
DFC$ !! !R!224.605!! !R!816.638!! !R!646.216!! !R!725.199!! !R!807.065!! !R!891.884!! !R!979.723!! !R!1.070.646!! !R!1.164.714!! !R!1.261.981!!
Net$Present$Value$ !! !R!(1.975.395)!! !R!(1.243.115)!! !R!(723.512)!! !R!(200.636)!! !R!321.156!! !R!838.221!! !R!1.347.536!! !R!1.846.624!! !R!2.333.476!! !R!2.806.494!!
%
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